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Critical Questions In Education: Volume 2, Issue 1 

 

The Academy for Educational Studies 

Missouri State University 

Springfield, Missouri 

 

January 15, 2011 

 

Dearest Colleagues: 

 

Welcome to year two, or, as it were, Volume 2, Issue 1, of Critical Questions in Education.  At 

last writing I talked of the journal’s growth, momentum, and (maybe a bit prematurely—we shall 

see), a potential legacy; before previewing this issue of the journal, and with those ideas in mind, 

I want to extend some well-deserved kudos to Academy Director Steve Jones for orchestrating 

what was without question the best Academy for Educational Studies annual conference yet.  

This past November the Academy hosted its annual get-together in Steve’s graduate school home 

town, Chicago.  In Chicago, over 100 presenters delivered talks generally oriented around the 

conference theme question, “How should teachers be prepared?”  In addition to those presenta-

tions, we enjoyed a wonderful keynote address delivered by Steve’s mentor and friend, Phil 

Jackson as well as a homecoming session of sorts with Steve and his classmates, David Hanson 

and Rene Arcilla discussing the role philosophy plays in educational policy and practice.  Steve, 

thanks for a great couple of days pondering the important questions of teacher preparation. 

 

And with that, onto this issue of Critical Questions in Education…  

 

In Volume 1, Issue 2 of CQIE, you will hear a reminiscent question echoing throughout: Why Do 

Kids Hate School?—the theme of our 2006 Academy conference.  In particular, this question is 

approached through the lens of historically under-represented groups in our schools.  Raschelle 
Theoharis & Michael Fitzpatrick discuss the important role principal’s play in the success (or 

not) of students with autism.  O. Gilbert Brown examines issues related to the relatively low 

graduate rates of African American students from traditionally white universities.  Craig B. 

Howley and a group of his undergraduate students present the findings, and their interpretation 

of those findings, from a quantitative study they undertook of rural adults who were asked about 

their relative “love” or “hate” of school.  Finally, Brandelyn Tosolt and Bettina L. Love present a 

content analysis of the Pearson reading program, “Good Habits, Great Readers,” with an eye to 

the portrayal of minority “heroes.”  Each of these pieces provides important insights into the 

plight of historically marginalized students in our public schools. 

 

In addition to these original manuscripts, we have a CQIE first: two film reviews—films that 

have caused quite a national stir:  Joseph Flynn reviews Waiting for Superman and Sarah Militz-

Frielink reviews the response to Superman, Race to Nowhere.  And rounding out the “print” por-

tion of the journal is a book review by Eric Yoak of Charles Payne’s So Much Reform, So Little 

Change: The Persistence of Failure in Urban Schools. 

 



Of course, you will also find our regular video essay section, this time spotlighting Phil Cusick 

and Susan Ohanian—both taking up similar questions to those addressed in the print section of 

this issue. 

 

Again, I want to extend a heartfelt thanks to the Academy Executive Committee and all the al-

truistic folks from, literally, all over the country who have volunteered their time to review the 

numerous submissions we receive to CQIE…please spread the word…I’d hate to have spoken 

prematurely of a journal legacy… 

 

 

Enjoy. 

 

PAX, 

 
Eric C. Sheffield, Editor 

Critical Questions in Education 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
Max’s Family Experience: Web-Resources for 

Working with Special Education Students and their Families 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
          Raschelle Theoharis, Gallaudet University & Michael Fitzpatrick, Mexico State University 
 

Introduction 
 
Developing a positive school culture has become an extremely daunting task for today’s princi-
pals to achieve (Habegger, 2008) because they typically undertake unprecedented responsibilities 
(Hess & Kelly, 2007) compared to principals of the past (Sewall, 1996). This is clearly evident 
as today’s principals are required to put in longer hours, lead larger schools, and supervise more 
faculty and staff members (Ferrandino, 2001). Additionally they need to create a positive learn-
ing environment for students (Halawah, 2005), a productive work environment for their employ-
ees (Kaplan & Owings, 2002), and contend with a variety of student behaviors at the building 
level (Hartzell & Petrie, 1992). 

Aside from the duties briefly noted above, one of the major challenges principals encounter 
is guaranteeing that special education (SPED) programs are an active and welcomed part of the 
school community (DiPaola, Tschannen-Moran, & Walther-Thomas, 2004). Moreover the No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2002) has increased principals’ responsibilities to ensure the aca-
demic success for all students (Abedi, 2004; Berry, 2004; Linn, 2003; Rose, 2004) especially 
students with disabilities (Jones, Zirkel, & Barrack, 2008). Similarly the reauthorization of the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA, 2004) reinforced the require-
ments of NCLB (Zirkel, 2007). To ensure IDEIA mandates are implemented with the spirit in 
which they are intended, principals need to be informed and committed to increasing the aca-
demic and social outcomes for all students with disabilities (Rafoth & Foriska, 2006). 

To illustrate the importance of the principal’s ability to successfully create and foster a 
school climate (Devos & Bouckenooghe, 2009; Halawah, 2005) this article will present a case 
study that focuses on one family’s interaction with two different elementary school principals 
with very diverse perspectives of SPED and students with disabilities, specifically a child with 
autism. Each case scenario illustrates issues related to a principal’s ability or inability to:  

• Establish an effective and positive school climate that promotes access to the general 
education curriculum (Jones et al., 2008; Thurlow, 2005). 

• Communicate a clear understanding of the responsibilities to students with disabilities 
according to NCLB (2002) and IDEIA (2004) mandates.  

• Play an active role in Individual Education Program (IEP) meetings and promote success 
and access for all students.  

• Support the needs of families of children with disabilities.  
In addition, this article will provide web-based resources from the field of SPED--specifically 
autism--that support the need for principals to use effective leadership and communication skills 
to meet the needs of SPED programs, educators, students, and parents. 
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Principals and SPED 
NCLB (2002) ushered in a new era of standards and accountability. Although NCLB has 

been reauthorized, the implications of the act are rooted in holding schools and school districts 
accountable for their students’ educational outcomes (Abedi, 2004) and compels them to achieve 
adequate yearly progress (AYP) on behalf of all of their students (Abedi, 2004; Berry, 2004; 
Fitzpatrick & Knowlton, 2007; Linn, 2003; Rose, 2004). From this perspective, it is clear that 
principals are responsible for ensuring their educators are using scientifically based practices to 
make meaningful improvements in their students educational outcomes (Calhoon & Fuchs, 2003; 
Fleischner & Manheimer, 1997; Shavelson, Phillips, Towne, & Feuer, 2003; Turnbull, Turnbull, 
Erwin, & Soodak, 2006), including students with autism (Drasgow, Lowrey, & Yell, 2005).  

Leadership is a major component of meeting AYP at the building level (Fitzpatrick & 
Knowlton, 2007; Gardiner, Canfield-Davis, & Anderson, 2009). Thus, principals who possess 
strong leadership and communication skills positively impact the classroom and school setting. 
Additionally effective communication and planning helps ensure all members of the school are 
informed of the mission, goals, priorities, and progress of the learning community (Ruder, 2008). 
Planning facilitates understanding and a sense of comfort throughout the building and among 
faculty and staff (LaFasto & Larson, 2001).  

Conversely according to Gersten, Keating, Yovanoff, and Harness (2001) principals who 
lack these skills sets negatively impact both general and special educator’s ability to effectively 
educate their students. Similarly, principal’s who poorly articulate the school’s mission and goal 
statements often encounter confusion among faculty and staff members because they typically 
lack organization, fail to disseminate information, and do not communicate a clear vision (Fisher 
& Frey, 2003).  

Unfortunately these issues are exacerbated because administrative training is often minimal 
(Reynolds, 2008) and Bateman and Bateman (2006) reported that it is ultimately the principals’ 
responsibility to ensure that the entire staff—not just special educators—are knowledgeable 
about students with disabilities. This is particularly important because the more well-informed 
general educators are about disabilities, the more confident they are when they work with or en-
counter students with disabilities within the classroom or school setting (Hall, 2007; Rillotta & 
Nettelbeck, 2007).  

Sadly, based on a systematic review of the literature, there was no clear definition of admin-
istrative support (Yoon & Gilchrist, 2003) or guidelines for principals to follow when working 
with or supporting educators who work with students with disabilities, specifically students with 
autism. Based on the dearth of information related to effective principal support in the literature, 
the following sections provide readers with a case study perspective and an overview of two dif-
fering administrative styles when working with a student with autism, his family, and faculty and 
staff. These sections focus on the importance of effective communication to help ensure provi-
sions in NCLB (2002) and IDEIA (2004) are met.  

Meet Max 
Last fall my Max started kindergarten. This milestone brought about the realization that an 

important phase in our family life was about to begin. Like all parents of children entering new 
developmental phases, this one was accompanied with a myriad of feelings on the part of family 
members including apprehension, excitement, nervousness, anticipation, and fear of the un-
known. Beginning the previous spring, we engaged in many preparatory events such as the kin-
dergarten round-up, immunizations, and shopping for school supplies.  
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As a mother, I knew these preparations would facilitate his success, not only for the first day 
of kindergarten, but throughout the academic school year. As a former educator and current 
teacher educator and researcher, I knew early school success would also help set the stage for 
Max’s long-term academic achievement. Unlike families of other children entering kindergarten, 
families who have children with disabilities face more challenges during new developmental 
phases. Our family faced these additional challenges as we transitioned Max from a SPED early 
childhood program into kindergarten.  

Max was diagnosed with autism at the age of two and joined the increasing number of stu-
dents with autism entering the school setting (Marshall & Fox, 2006; Nelson & Snow-Huefner, 
2003). Historically, students with autism have been characterized by low academic achievement 
(Kirk, Gallagher, Anastasiow, & Coleman, 2006), social isolation (Tantam, 2000; Wiseman & 
Koffsky, 2006), poor curriculum instruction (Turnbull & Cilley, 1999), and served in SPED 
classrooms segregated from their non disabled peers (Bredberg & Davidson, 1999; Pamelazita & 
Buschbacher; 2003). As a parent, these marginalized outcomes were very alarming. 

My husband and I quickly learned that autism was a complex disorder (Marshall & Fox, 
2006) and approximately 194,000 students with autism between 6-through-21 received SPED 
services under IDEIA (U.S. Department of Education, 2006). Additionally we discovered that 
prevailing estimates suggest that one out of every 166 newborns will have autism. Despite our 
hopes, we observed Max displaying many typical characteristics which negatively impacted his 
ability to communicate verbally and nonverbally (Schepis, Reid, Behrmann, & Sutton, 1998), 
transition from one task to another (Marks, Shaw-Hegwer, Schrader, Longaker, Peters, Powers, 
2003), and socialize appropriately (Filipek, Accardo, Ashwal, Baranek, Cook, & Dawson, 2000; 
Lord & McGee 2001).  

To address these concerns, he received early intervention services in the areas of occupa-
tional therapy, speech and language, and SPED. At the end of receiving early education services, 
Max’s teachers reported he had made great progress and was ready for kindergarten with appro-
priate accommodations, modifications, paraprofessional support, and related educational serv-
ices. By May, he managed his personal needs (e.g., dressing and washing his hands), followed 
simple one-step directions, and demonstrated many appropriate pre-academic skills (e.g., letter 
and number recognition, one-to-one correspondence, and sound-symbol relationships). While he 
had many pre-kindergarten skills, we knew he would still need occupational therapy for his fine 
motor skills, handwriting, and sensory needs.  

In addition to his strengths, we were very aware of Max’s weaknesses including processing 
verbal information, difficulties with unfamiliar tasks, unstructured social situations (e.g., enrich-
ment centers and recess), answering questions, and independent problem solving. He did not 
have age/grade appropriate play skills and needed assistance interacting with his peers. For ex-
ample, when Max wanted to join or play with other children, he might have loudly zoomed an 
airplane over their heads. He often used large words and complex phrases he had heard adults 
use such as actually, prefer, and symmetrical. Sadly, as a result, adults often assumed he knew 
more or that he had a larger vocabulary than he actually did. In fact, Max had a very limited un-
derstanding of word meanings and often did not understand words or phrases that he had picked 
up from others’ conversations.  

Understanding Max’s strengths and weaknesses raised several concerns when considering 
that general and special educators have encountered the increasing challenge of working with 
students with autism (Schwartz, Sandall, Garfinkle, & Bauer, 1998). Further given the grim out-
comes and statistics, we knew it was vital for school administrators—specifically principals—to 
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have insights into working with students with autism (Boyer & Lee, 2001) in order to support 
their educators and families. The following section provides a synthesis of the first perspective 
that demonstrates the dire need for principals to proactively interact with families, accept all stu-
dents, and be an active participant in the SPED process. 

Max’s Case Scenario: Perspective 1 
Last June, as novice public school parents, we scheduled a tour of the elementary school in 

our area. Before the visit, I asked Mrs. Wilson—the principal—if Max could join us. She pro-
vided a lengthy explanation why this would not be a good idea. My husband George and I ar-
rived at the school at the appointed hour, rang the front door buzzer, and proceeded inside 
through a second set of locked glass doors. At that point, the administrative assistant seated at 
her desk on the other side of the doors, asked us to state the purpose of our visit. If she had 
looked up, she would have seen our smiling faces and eagerness to come inside, but she did not.  

After she let us in and provided visitor badges, she told us to wait in the main office until the 
principal could see us. There were no chairs or magazines, so we kept ourselves occupied look-
ing at official notices posted on a nearby bulletin board until the principal joined us about 15 
minutes later. When Mrs. Wilson arrived, we proceeded with the tour. The school was still in 
session, so first we saw the kindergarten hall, peeked in a few classrooms, and admired student 
artwork on the walls. Mrs. Wilson seemed to go out of her way to let us know these were the 
creations of general education students.  

On the tour, we passed several members of the school personnel and students. Mrs. Wilson 
did not interact with them, greet them, or make any introductions, nor did they grin or look in our 
direction. As we passed the health office, a nurse and an educator were attending to a nauseous 
child. There was a sense of mild chaos, a frantic teacher looking for the custodian, while the 
nurse’s aide cautioned students and adults to watch their step. As we passed, Mrs. Wilson said 
nothing to calm the anxious students nearby, the sick child, or the staff.  

As we reached the far end of the building, away from the kindergarten hall that we passed at 
the beginning of our tour, I began wondering what else she wanted to show us—perhaps the 
playground where Max and his new friends would play. I quickly realized that this was not what 
Mrs. Wilson had in mind. Instead, we paused and peered into two 10’ by 10’ classrooms, one 
designated for speech therapy and the other for SPED. Although inclusion has become the man-
tra of the reform effort to improve the education and services for students with disabilities 
(McLeskey, Henry, & Hodges, 1998; Schumm & Vaughn, 1995; Schmidt, Rozendal, & Green-
man, 2002) the principal told us this would be Max’s classroom, “a separate space where stu-
dents with disabilities could be helped.” Having a background in special education I could not 
help but think this was similar to archaic practices of segregating students with disabilities from 
their non disabled peers (Bredberg & Davidson, 1999; Pamelazita & Buschbacher; 2003). 

My husband asked about the possibility of a kindergarten placement with SPED support. 
Mrs. Wilson informed us that this would not be possible. Curious, I asked, “What if paraprofes-
sional support is written into Max’s IEP?” as it was in his preschool program. Mrs. Wilson told 
us that “Paraprofessionals work with struggling readers in our school…not special education stu-
dents.” Mrs. Wilson’s responses were in direct violation of facilitating inclusive environments 
which involves (a) guaranteeing physical access, (b) allowing an opportunity for the best possi-
ble learning and social experiences, and (c) providing a nurturing atmosphere. Without these es-
sential structures in place, students with disabilities are denied full participation, involvement, 
and an equitable educational experience (Pivik, McComas, & LaFlamme, 2002). 
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Mrs. Wilson’s lack of understanding about the needs of students with disabilities, SPED, 
IDEIA (2004), and her attitude which suggested a lack of commitment to all children was appar-
ent not only in our conversation, but also in her interactions with the students and staff and their 
interactions with her. We made our way back to the entrance with very little conversation. As we 
approached the front door, Mrs. Wilson presented us with other options for Max’s kindergarten 
experience. “You know,” she said, “my school serves mostly the general education population. 
Your son might do better if he were with his special ed buddies at another school in the district.” 
Stunned, we said nothing before Mrs. Wilson suggested a second more appalling option, “Max 
could stay home for an extra year because kindergarten isn’t mandated for our state.” George and 
I had both hoped the principal would say something to reassure us the year would be successful, 
but after our meeting we realized this was a high expectation.  

George and I discussed the inappropriate comments the principal made and our feelings 
about the tour and overall climate of the school. We knew the statements and accusations went 
against IDEIA (2004) and NCLB (2002). We contacted the SPED director and voiced our con-
cerns regarding Mrs. Wilson’s inappropriate statements and unprofessional demeanor. We also 
spoke to individual members on Max’s IEP team. We felt they needed to beware of the sugges-
tions and possibility of Max attending a different school. George and I had a few weeks to think 
about the tour, the comments Mrs. Wilson had made, and the layout of the building, before we 
would meet again with the rest of the team, including Mrs. Wilson, at Max’s IEP meeting. We 
continued to discuss the relationship between Mrs. Wilson’s statements, the apparent attitudes of 
the staff, and the feelings we had as we walked through the hallways. We listed the pros and cons 
of sending Max to a school with a principal who did not appear concerned about his academic or 
social success, downplayed his strengths, and were not excited about having him in her building.  

A few weeks after the tour, Max’s IEP meeting was held. The team was comprised of indi-
viduals who had very distinct opinions about the best educational placement for Max. We dis-
cussed Max’s strengths and weaknesses, wrote IEP goals and objectives, and contemplated the 
educational setting where Max’s needs could be met. In the end, we decided Max would go to 
another school in the district. It was our belief and the feeling of several of the IEP team mem-
bers, that Max should attend a school where he would be welcomed and accepted. Sharing Mrs. 
Wilson’s comments helped the IEP team, as well as George and me, make this difficult decision. 
Even though George and I felt like all of the effort we had put into preparing Max for a general 
education kindergarten experience or something as close to that as possible in the neighborhood 
school now meant less. The following section provides a synthesis of the second perspective that 
demonstrates the ability of a principal to proactively interact with families, accept all students, 
and be an active participant in the SPED process in accordance with IDEIA (2004) and NCLB 
(2002). 

Max’s Case Scenario: Perspective 2 
About two weeks after the IEP meeting we received a phone call from Max’s new school, 

where he would be attending in the fall. The administrative assistant requested some additional 
information about Max and asked if we would like to tour the building. She also suggested that 
we could meet Max’s SPED teacher and eat lunch with her, her students, and the principal. 
Though we were excited and appreciated the school extending the invitation, our previous expe-
rience led us to be anxious and nervous about the upcoming event.  

The principal, Mr. Jones, greeted us at the front door. He bent down to say hello and shook 
Max’s hand. Though Max did not make eye contact, he did stick out his hand. As we started the 
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tour, Mr. Jones and I walked together and George and Max walked together. Mr. Jones kept turn-
ing around including and addressing his comments and questions to them as well. We met Max’s 
new teacher. While she talked with Max and surveyed the things he liked to do, Mr. Jones inter-
acted with the other children in the room. From their interactions with him, it was evident that he 
was a frequent classroom visitor.  

Toward the end of our tour, poor Max had had enough. At this point, Max ran screaming 
through the library. George and I were mortified and waited for Mr. Jones to share the other op-
tions that might be better suited to Max’s educational needs. I braced for him to talk about an-
other school in the district or perhaps suggest staying at home another year with mom. He smiled 
and waited while we soothed Max. Finally, Mr. Jones said, “Well, I can see the tour wore Max 
out. Let’s schedule lunch for another day.” Shocked and relieved, we shook hands and thanked 
him for the tour. He said he was excited Max would be coming to his school. He could sense our 
nervousness because he reassured us Max would do just fine.  

Max started kindergarten in August. A couple of times I had to drop off papers that did not 
make it into his backpack. On these occasions I would see Mr. Jones interacting with students. 
Once, I saw him walking Max back to class and he was listening as if he was really interested in 
what Max had to say. Max had a successful kindergarten year. Although he continues to need 
extra help for fine motor skills, he writes beautiful stories, reads at the beginning first-grade lev-
el, and is above his peers in math. Additionally based on the Mr. Jones support, Max was ready 
for full inclusion with paraprofessional support by the beginning of first grade. 

To help ensure the success of inclusion, it is important for principals to demonstrate behav-
iors that promote and advance the integration, acceptance, and success of students with disabili-
ties in general education classes. Because of his leadership position, Mr. Jones’ attitude resulted 
in increased opportunities for Max to be included with his general education peers. In order for 
inclusion to be successful, school principals must exhibit a positive attitude and commitment for 
the paradigm shift. Studies also show principals—similar to Mr. Jones—who possess positive 
attitudes and experiences are more likely to place students with disabilities in less restrictive set-
tings (Praisner, 2003).  

Each of these areas were evident throughout Max’s kindergarten and first grade school expe-
riences because Mr. Jones demonstrated the same kindness, commitment, communication skills, 
and leadership abilities as he did during our initial meeting. For example, at Max’s annual IEP 
meeting, Mr. Jones not only attended, but was an active participant, sharing ideas, making rec-
ommendations, and seeking clarification. During the school year Max was invited to another stu-
dent’s birthday party at a local pizza parlor. Not only were all of the special education staff there, 
teachers and paraprofessionals, but so was Mr. Jones. He was eating pizza and playing games 
with the kids and socializing with the adults. These are just a few examples that demonstrate Mr. 
Jones’s commitment and understanding for students with disabilities, families, and the SPED 
process.  

Polar Opposites 
Besides the role principals have in establishing a positive school climate and culture that 

promotes inclusion, these two scenarios also demonstrate the need for administrators to be aware 
and sensitive to the feelings and needs of families with children with a disability. For example, 
Max’s parents’ feelings and apprehensions about SPED and the IEP process are analogous with 
other parents facing the same situations. Many aspects of the SPED process can be taxing for 
parents. The actual IEP meeting is notorious for being an emotional event, lasting at least an 
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hour, where parents sit with professionals who analyze all of the things their child can and can-
not do. As principals plan to assist and encourage the involvement of parents in the education of 
their child, it is important that the principal and other IEP team members be sensitive to the 
struggles and issues the families face.  

Further, these two contrasting scenarios illustrate the impact a principal’s overall attitude, 
leadership abilities, communication skills, and level of commitment have on the climate and cul-
ture of their school. Culture within a school encompasses underlying norms, values, beliefs, tra-
ditions, and rituals that have been developed over time as colleagues work together, solve prob-
lems, and confront challenges (Peterson & Deal, 1998). Strong positive cultures (e.g., Mr. Jones’ 
school) exist because there is a shared sense of what is important, a common philosophy of care 
and concern, and a goal of helping all students learn. Although school culture is one of the most 
significant and powerful features of any educational endeavor, many schools (e.g. Mrs. Wilson’s 
school) lack these critical aspects because they are not seen as important or not valued.  

According to Peterson and Deal (1998) culture impacts everything that takes place within the 
school setting including:  

• How the faculty and staff dress.  
• Types of conversations and collaboration.  
• Their willingness to evolve and problem solve.  
• Implementation of instruction, strategies, accommodations, and modifica-                       

tions.  
• Their ability to accept diversity and teach all students.  

This informal set of expectations and values also shapes how a community thinks, feels, and acts 
toward their school and their students.  

The building level leadership and support principals provide has a strong direct and indirect 
effect on virtually all aspects of the school. Similar to Peterson and Deal (1998), Smith (2006) 
suggested that the combination of values, attitudes, communication abilities, and leadership skills 
of the principal influence the overall school culture and more importantly the level of support felt 
by SPED faculty and staff members. Given Mrs. Wilson’s approach to SPED, it is not unimagin-
able to assume she holds similar views about other student subgroups that may need extra atten-
tion and support. Principals need to be aware that their attitudes and treatment of SPED pro-
grams, faculty, staff, students, and families are factors related to the abysmal attrition and reten-
tion rates (Theoharis, 2008). Moreover, emerging research throughout the past decade has dem-
onstrated a significant relationship between SPED teacher attrition and school leadership (Di-
Paola & Walther-Thomas, 2003). Ultimately attrition and retention of special educators is largely 
attributed to either effective or ineffective leadership and according to Billingsley (2005) this has 
resulted in numerous uncertified teachers working with students who have the greatest needs.  

The negative example demonstrates the significance and power of the building’s culture and 
climate and the role of the principal when instituting the tone for an inclusive environment. 
School leaders at the elementary, middle, and high school levels are instrumental in shaping 
school culture. As seen in both scenarios, principals communicate their core values and beliefs 
verbally and non-verbally every day. Teachers reflect these values through their actions and 
words to the students in their classrooms and interactions with parents. This is unfortunate for 
new special educators who accept positions in buildings with leaders like Mrs. Wilson.  

These educators, after a couple years of teaching, begin to forget the values instilled in them 
during their teacher education program (e.g., teachers have a responsibility for educating all 
children, all children have the right to free and appropriate public education, and all children can 
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learn) and begin to develop the values and the beliefs of their principal, in this case, that educat-
ing SPED students is someone else’s responsibility. When teachers see that the principal does 
not believe students with disabilities should be in the building, they may begin to question “Why 
should difficult and challenging students be in my classroom?”  

The second scenario, with Mr. Jones, is in direct contrast to the first principal, Mrs. Wilson. 
It provides an example of a well-developed school culture, understanding and empathy for the 
needs of families, and knowledge about SPED. It illustrates how a principal’s leadership and 
communication skills can positively impact the school, faculty, staff, students, and parents. Prin-
cipals, like Mr. Jones, who recognize their responsibility for the education of all students and 
serve as an educational leader for all faculty and staff members improve the learning opportuni-
ties for students with disabilities (DiPaola & Walther-Thomas, 2003).  

Moreover, the second example demonstrates a positive school climate and culture where the 
principal works with both general and special educators equally. In situations such as this, educa-
tors are more likely to collaborate and provide appropriate and inclusive services for students 
with disabilities. Research has indicated, while the services and supports provided through 
IDEIA (2004) have been instrumental to the academic and social successes of students with dis-
abilities, more must be done. Educators and policy makers have come to realize SPED programs 
and educators alone cannot assume the responsibility of meeting the needs of all students. There-
fore, collaboration between administrators, general and special educators, support staff, and re-
lated service providers must take place (Furney, Godek, & Riggs, 2004). For principals to ensure 
effective collaboration occurs and the guidelines of IDEIA (2004) are implemented, they must 
possess a comprehensive understanding of the SPED process. The following section provides 
three web-based resources which will assist principals in gaining a better perspective and in-
crease their capacity when working with families, students with disabilities, and faculty and staff 
members.  

Resources 
One of the first steps for principals should be to understand how parents’ respond when then 

they find out their child has a disability. Families often experience the feelings of denial, guilt, 
grief, and depression (Stewart & Kluwin, 2001). These feelings put a strain on family relation-
ships and influence how family members respond to one another. Hardman, Drew, and Egan 
(2005) explained that each family is comprised of a unique power structure. For some families, it 
is the father who holds most of the power, and in other families it lies with the mother. The word 
power illustrates the amount of influence -or authority one=or-more family members exhibit in 
organizing and managing choices, chores, and activities. 

The following web-based resources are presented to bring about greater awareness of how 
principals can increase their knowledge base related to family collaboration, IDEIA (2004), and 
accessible materials. Although there are copious other references these three were selected be-
cause of the most up-to-date and succinct information available. 

Principals can find news, information, and resources about IDEIA (2004) at www.ed.gov. As 
noted above, federal initiatives, such as NCLB (2002), have increased accountability, raised 
stress levels, and heightened the demand for additional resources to encourage student success. 
Given this multifaceted policy atmosphere, there is acknowledgment that school principals must 
take on a critical role in creating a school culture that values and supports the needs of all learn-
ers (Furney, et al., 2004).  
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The Special Connections website (www.specialconnections.ku.edu) and the IRIS Center at 
Vanderbilt University (www.iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu) serve as resources to assist principals 
and educators in creating successful inclusive environments. Special Connection offers educators 
tools (e.g., assist teachers in implementing best practices), resources, case studies (e.g., real-
world situations created to show application value of best practices), and on-line collaboration 
(e.g., brief look at the protocols required for video conferencing and potential applications). Each 
of these divisions is applied to instruction, behavior plans, collaboration, and assessment.  

The Beach Center on Disability at the University of Kansas (www.beachcenter.org) allows 
principals to have access to information about how family units operate, cope, and manage when 
they have a child with a disability and provides an understanding of the importance of serving 
the whole family unit, not just the student with a disability. The Beach Center’s website offers a 
wide range of support on a broad spectrum of topics related to the quality of life of families and 
individuals affected by disabilities and those who work closely with them. The website also of-
fers research articles, real stories from professionals and family members, discussion boards, and 
book suggestions.  

Each of these resources provides important information on topics ranging from general edu-
cation curriculum to positive behavior support. Developing this awareness and becoming sensi-
tive to the issues and needs of families with children with disabilities should help principals 
know what to say or not to say in difficult moments and will assist them in making conscious 
decisions that are productive for the entire family. 

Similarly being aware of the needs of families and knowing how to communicate effectively 
with them, principals also need to understand their role in the IEP process. Each of these web-
based resources provides principals with comprehensive knowledge and skills that will assist 
them in performing essential SPED leadership tasks (DiPaola & Walther-Thomas, 2003). Princi-
pals who have an understanding of their role and responsibility as team members, as well as hav-
ing knowledge about SPED laws and procedures, will help ensure the IEP meeting is effective 
and productive. A school administrator serves as the member responsible for knowing the gen-
eral curriculum and should be knowledgeable of SPED services. Moreover, as demonstrated by 
Mr. Jones, the principal can then assist in making recommendations about the least restrictive 
environment and in writing IEP goals and objectives that reflect a link between the general edu-
cation curriculum and the students’ needs. Untimely the principal’s role in the development of 
IEP is critical to ensure all students with disabilities are treated equitably and provided the sup-
port needed to be successful academically, socially, and behaviorally. 

Conclusion 
The experiences our family had on the tours and meeting two different school leaders pro-

vides an opportunity for principals to learn. Understanding the need for good communication 
(e.g., expressive and receptive) and the impact it has on the environment of the school, families 
(e.g., with and without children with disabilities), and how students will be accepted and edu-
cated in the building is a critical component in the success achieved (e.g., socially and academi-
cally) for students with disabilities. According to LaFasto and Larson (2001) “action is more 
likely to succeed than inaction” (p. 21). Action-oriented principals are vital to the success of the 
school, families, and all students. As seen with Mrs. Wilson, the faculty and parents will not be 
able to solve problems or work effectively without an effective leader. Whereas principals who 
reflect on these two experiences, review the information and resources provided, and continue to
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pursue professional development options will increase the overall success of his or her school 
(LaFasto & Larson, 2001).  

Mr. Jones was as busy and had the same responsibility as all other principals. However, he 
made choices (e.g., such as attending birthday parties) which helped build relationships with 
educators, students, and families which simultaneously strengthened the culture of the school. 
The role of school leaders in the development of culture is all-encompassing. Peterson and Deal 
(1998) explained “their words, their nonverbal messages, their actions, and their accomplish-
ments all shape culture. They are models, potters, poets, actors, and healers. They are historians 
and anthropologists. They are visionaries and dreamers” (p. 30). Without the awareness of prin-
cipals, school cultures can become poisonous and unproductive. The opposite is also true: prin-
cipals who pay close attention to the culture and climate of their school can assist in the estab-
lishment of a strong foundation in success and the acceptance of change (Gaincola & Hutchin-
son, 2005). 
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Introduction 
A gap exists between the degree to which African Americans embrace the cultural value of 
higher education attainment (Butchart, 1988; Du Bois, 1935; Mickelson & Greene, 2006; 
Washington, 1900; Woodson, 1919) and the reality of their unsatisfactory undergraduate degree 
attainment at traditional white institutions (TWIs) (Allen, 1992; Allen, Jayakumar, & Griffin, 
2005; Brown, 1994). Metaphorically, the jar is both half-empty and half-full. The three-fold 
objective of this article is to describe what the jar of degree attainment looks like for African 
American undergraduates at TWIs; to outline the role that parents’ early and sustained academic 
expectations play in creating a home environment for their sons’ and daughters’ academic 
achievements in Pre-K-12 education and beyond; and, to clarify and expand upon the position 
that educators have taken that early and sustained academic preparation is the key to increasing 
the pool of African American students who attend and graduate from TWIs. In this article, the 
socially constructed concepts of “African American” and “black” are used interchangeably to 
describe Americans who identify themselves as having historical origin from West Africa. 

The Jar is Half-Empty 
The half-empty jar is painstakingly illustrated in multiple data sets that show African 

American undergraduates’ unsatisfactory between- and within-group six-year graduation rates at 
TWIs. Ryu (2009) noted that as of 2007, 27.4% of young Americans between  the ages of 25 to 
29 years had earned at least a bachelor’s degree, and this average rate conceals large disparities 
among subgroups. The current bachelor’s degree attainment rate has shown little improvement in 
20 years and is up only by a few percentage points in recent years. Asian Americans aged 25 to 
29 years rank at the top with 58% holding a bachelor’s degree, followed by White/Europeans 
(33%), African Americans (17%), Hispanics (11%) and finally, Indigenous Americans (9%).  
Thus, the disparity between subgroups shows that African Americans did not graduate from four-
year institutions at rates comparable to their White/European and Asian counterparts at TWIs. 
Also, there is a within-group graduation disparity with gender overtones that exist within the 
African American undergraduate community. The within-group six-year graduation data show 
that more black females (53%), in comparison to black males (44.3%), are graduating  from 
TWIs (Harper, 2006; Harper & Stephen, 2007). African American females are attending, 
academically achieving, persisting (continuous enrollment), and graduating from four-year 
institutions at a much higher rate than their African American male counterparts (Center, 2010; 
Harper, 2006; Walpole, 2008). The gender gap roots can be traced to fissures between males’ 
and females’ academic readiness and performance during their elementary years.  Higher 
education literature shows that the gender gap widens during subsequent educational junctions in 
students’ middle school and high school years (Hammon-Darling, 2010; Jeynes, 2005; 
Mickelson & Greene, 2006). Unfortunately, scholars who study African Americans’ graduation 
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rates at TWIs only focus on the unsatisfactory graduation rates while ignoring the students who 
satisfactorily obtain their undergraduate degrees at TWIs. 

The Jar is Half-Full 
Since 1968, African American undergraduates have made much progress in their 

matriculation and graduation from TWIs.  Regarding enrollment, Harvey & Anderson (2005) (as 
cited in Allen, et al., 2005) outlined how there are now 1.8 million African Americans enrolled in 
college, a full three times more than the number enrolled in 1965.  In 1960, over three-quarters of 
all African American undergraduates attended historically black colleges and universities 
(HBCUs,); by 1990, trends reversed such that more than three quarters of African American 
students attended TWIs (p.3). Briefly, HBCUs are public and private institutions of higher 
education (IHE) that were designed to educate African Americans during the 1865-1954 era of 
de jure racial segregation in the border and southern states.  

 In the de facto racial segregation era of 1854-today, HBCUs continue to educate black 
students and other underrepresented students. Before the late nineteen-sixties, most African 
American high school students who sought to earn a bachelor’s degree attended HBCUs, not 
TWIs (Allen, 1992; Allen, et al., 2005; Harper, Patton, & Wooden, 2009). For reasons beyond 
the scope of this article, there is a graduation disparity between African Americans who attended 
HBCUs in comparison to students who attend TWIs.  In the 1980s and 1990s, HBCUs enrolled 
17% of the black high school graduation class while they are responsible for graduating 34 % of 
the African Americans who earn undergraduate degrees during that time period (Allen, et al., 
2005; Harper, et al., 2009). In aggregate terms, the African American high school students’ shift 
from pursuing bachelor's degrees at HBCUs to TWIs occurred due to the interaction of multiple 
factors. 

Likewise, multiple factors shaped the new educational environment for African Americans 
from the “baby boom” generation (1946-1964) who attended TWIs during the late nineteen-
sixties and early nineteen-seventies. These factors included the 1954 Supreme Court case 
“Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka,” the Civil Rights Movement of 1955-1965, the 
Higher Education Act of 1965, and black student activism from the late sixties and early 
seventies (Allen, et al., 2005; Harper, et al., 2009). The combined impact of these factors 
contributed to the apex of black undergraduate enrollment in 1976 at TWIs (Brown, 1994). The 
accomplishments of the baby boomers fueled the vast expansion of the middle and upper social 
classes within the African American population (Blackwell, 1991; Massey, Charles, Lundy, & 
Fisher, 2003). 

Subsequently, many of these achievers married and had children in this new social context. 
The greatest contribution of college graduates was their intergenerational transfer of educational 
attainment values to their immediate and extended families. College-educated parents socialized 
their children to understand that academic achievement in K-16 (kindergarten through college) is 
the primary pathway for continuing to enhance this generation’s life and social station (Jewell, 
2007; Keller, 2008; Lareau, 2003; McCoy-Pattillo, 1999). 

Moreover, expanding the pool of black undergraduate degree recipients has contributed to 
narrowing the socioeconomic disparities between majority whites and minority blacks 
(Blackwell, 1991; Hamilton, 2006). Thus, we have a growing pool of middle- and upper-class 
African Americans who have a vital stake in the preservation and enhancement of our society 
(Allen, et al., 2005; Massey, et al., 2003). The most visible symbol of this African American 
upper-class is President Barack Obama and his wife, First Lady Michelle Obama. The Obamas 
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used higher education attainment at the undergraduate and professional levels to propel their 
careers and life mobility. The Obamas represent a stratum of “Outliers” within the African 
American college population who have been able to use their undergraduate and graduate degree 
attainment to propel their career and life mobility.   

Outliers 
The Outliers trait model describes how a phenomenon does not share the aggregate 

characteristics of larger phenomena. In the context of sociology, Gladwell (2008 ) argues that 
successful individuals in American society are Outliers who share similar characteristics that 
underpin their success in different fields. These common characteristics include: strong social 
development; an inculcation of cultural value reflective of their environment (larger community, 
family, and school); networking of parents and patronage that helps the individuals clarify values 
and gain access to resources; and, talent that is enriched through prolonged and intensive 
preparation. 

Gladwell (2008) proposed that the Outliers trait model offers strengths and weaknesses to 
researchers interested in helping to expand the pool of African American students who attend 
and graduate from public universities, especially first-generation students. The major 
contribution of the Outliers trait model is its identification of the common characteristics of 
successful people across different fields.  In particular, Gladwell recognized that a major 
characteristic of successful individuals is their commitment toward blending their raw talent in 
different fields of specialty.  Finally, Gladwell’s Outliner trait model shares both similarities with 
and differences from higher education authors such as Sedlacek and Brooks’ (1976) 
Noncongitive Questionnaire (NCQ) and Tinto’s (1987) Retention Model (both as cited in Brown, 
1994).  

The author of this article will show that blending the models of Gladwell (2008), Sedlacek 
and Brooks (1976), and Tinto (1987; 1993) (as cited in Brown 1994) will provide a hybrid 
conceptual framework to help us understand and address some of the causes of African 
American low graduation rates at TWIs. Gladwell’s model will unevenly contribute to a hybrid 
conceptual framework for this article. His generic model is flexible enough to help identify the 
characteristics of a cross section of achievers. However, his basic model inadequately considers 
the psychosocial characteristics of traditional (17-24) age undergraduates at institutions of higher 
education. Thus, Gladwell’s model, as a conceptual framework, will be enhanced by blending it 
with frameworks grounded in a theoretical developmental understanding of traditional-age 
students in higher education. The works of Sedlacek and Brooks (1976) and Tinto (1987; 1993) 
(as cited in Brown, 1994) offer a more focused conceptual framework to help understand and 
address African American students’ unsatisfactory graduation rates at TWIs. 

Sedlacek and Brooks 
The NCQ of Sedlacek and Brooks (1976) (as cited in Brown, 1994) and the Outliers trait 

model of Gladwell (2008) share a similar focus on the importance of establishing social 
networking and long-term thinking in fostering individuals’ success in different fields. Sedlacek 
and Brooks developed the NCQ as a tool to assess African American students’ admission and 
persistence prospects at TWIs.  Essentially, the authors determined that traditional admission 
factors (GPA, class rank, and ACT/SAT scores) were unsatisfactory predictors of black students’ 
admissibility, retention, and graduation at TWIs.  Sedlacek and Brooks also developed the NCQ in 
order to provide higher education officials an alternative method of assessing some African 
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American students' potential for success at TWIs.  The NCQ attempts to measure the following 
noncognitive variables: positive self-concept; realistic self-appraisal; understanding of and ability 
to deal with racism; preference for long range goals over short range needs; availability of a strong 
person (mentor); successful leadership skills; and demonstrated community service experience. 
The Outliers trait model of Gladwell and the NCQ of Sedlacek and Brooks identified some 
common variables that successful individuals share.  

Gladwell (2008) observed that successful individuals blend hard work with talent. Also, 
successful individuals cultivate strong social networks that help support them in different phases of 
their careers.  Similarly, Sedlacek and Brooks’ (1976) (as cited in Brown, 1994)  identified a 
variable preference for long- range goals over short-range needs as  described students who realize 
that they might not immediately reap the gains of attending and graduation from college.  In fact, 
earning a degree will help students position themselves to increase their promotional ability and 
life-time earnings. 

Also, Sedlacek and Brooks (1976) (as cited in Brown, 1994) observed that persisting and 
graduating students had cultivated a mentor relationship with at least one strong person within the 
institution. The student retention model of Tinto (1987; 1993) (as cited in Brown, 1994) shares 
similar features with Gladwell’s Outliers trait model and Sedlacek and Brooks’ NCQ. 

Tinto 
The Outliers model of Gladwell (2008) and the interactive student retention theory of Tinto 

(1987; 1993) (as cited in Brown, 1994) share a common focus on the importance of individuals 
devoting meaningful time toward developing their areas of expertise. Also, both authors recognize 
that successful people must develop networks of support that reinforce and sustain their success. 
Pace's quality of effort (1980) and Astin's involvement theory (1985) (as cited in Brown, 1994) are 
concepts that underpin Tinto’s interactive student retention model. The common thread between 
both concepts is that the student must devote significant mental and physical energy on a recurring 
basis to assimilate the content of different courses. Tinto recognized that the institution and the 
student both play a role in the undergraduate’s persistence and graduation. His theory brings to the 
surface the independent existence and interplay between an IHE's academic and social systems.  
The principal focus of the academic (formal) system is the academic affairs of the IHE.  Academic 
curriculum’s fundamental purpose is to foster the intellectual development of students inside the 
classrooms.  Faculty and students build formal relationships around an IHE's academic system.  
The social system describes undergraduates’ participation in institutionally approved student 
organizations and activities. 

On the whole, I propose herein that blending the models of Gladwell (2008), Sedlacek and 
Brooks (1976), and Tinto (1987; 1988) (as cited in Brown, 1994) provides a hybrid conceptual 
framework to help us understand African American achievers. Academic achievers are individuals 
who persist, attain academic success in the classroom, and graduate from the institution. Since 
1968, the reality is that academic achievers represent a marginal stream within the pool of blacks 
who attended TWIs (Allen, 1992; Allen, et al., 2005; Brown, 1994; Harper, et al., 2009). President 
Barak Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama are the most visible symbols today of the Outliers 
stratum among African American undergraduates who graduated from TWIs.  
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President Obama’s Pathway 
In November 2008, Americans overwhelmingly elected a President who identifies himself as 

an African American. Americans should all be proud that they have collectively allowed a 
citizen to be judged by the content of his character, vision, and political platform in contrast to 
being primarily judged by the color of his skin.  Initially, Americans have shown themselves and 
the world that a citizen from an underrepresented group can, through democratic elections, 
become President of the United States, the only remaining superpower in the world (Ifill, 2009). 

President Barack Obama’s story mirrors the great American tradition of using higher 
education as a social escalator to improve one’s socioeconomic conditions (Harper, et al., 2009). 
Obama, a child of interracial marriage between his white mother and Kenyan father, grew up in a 
very modest socioeconomic household. America’s 44th President’s success did not occur in a 
historical vacuum.  In fact, his success was socially constructed through the synergistic 
interaction of high academic expectations of his mother and grandparents and the youthful 
Obama’s talent and strong work ethic. President Obama assimilated his family values, and he 
progressed well in secondary school. After his high school graduation, Obama’s excellent high 
school academic record allowed him to pursue an Ivy League undergraduate education at 
Columbia University.  Following graduation from Columbia, Obama’s academic record allowed 
him to attend law school at Harvard University, one of the most prestigious law schools in the 
country (Ifill, 2009). 

Finally, President Obama’s academic and career interests merged with like-minded young 
professionals and mentors throughout high school, undergraduate education, and law school. 
Thus, Obama developed what Gladwell (2008) (as cited in Brown, 1994) referred to as a 
“patronage network” through his development of a wider achievement-oriented social network in 
college and law school. Likewise, Obama’s characteristics unite with Gladwell’s characteristics 
of successful Americans from different fields.  

 Advocates for the uplift of African Americans should treasure and celebrate the successes of 
families whose life positions have been transformed through undergraduate and graduate degree 
attainment. Supporters should use their insights to help the next generation of students to obtain   
their bachelors and post-bachelors education. Basking in the joy of upward mobility for African 
Americans through academic success should not blind them to the reality that their achievements 
are a lesser stream within the black high school student population who have attended college at 
TWIs since the late nineteen-sixties and early nineteen-seventies (Allen, et al., 2005; Harper, 
2006; Harper, et al., 2009). In order to contribute to addressing the graduation disparity, I 
propose the following recommendations are made to improve the pool of African Americans 
who graduate from TWIs. 

Raising the Jar’s Level 
There are several implications in using the Outliers concept by Gladwell (2008) (as cited in 

Brown, 1994) to help expand the pool of African American students, especially first-generation 
students, who attend and graduate from TWIs. Specifically, Gladwell demonstrated that those 
successful individuals emerged from their environment, which includes parents, school, and the 
community. Parents play the vital role in establishing early and sustained academic expectations 
for their children.  Several caveats can be used to enrich the application of the Outliers trait 
model of Gladwell to expand the pool of African American students with an emphasis on first-
generation students who attend and graduate from selective public institutions.  They are parents 
are not a monolithic population, they are a heterogeneous population; parents play the decisive 
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role in helping establish and sustain academic expectations for their children; by reading to 
preschool students, parents foster an interest in reading which is a foundation for future learning 
in various disciplines; parents should reinforce reading by establishing regular monthly family 
days at the library; parents must establish standards that result in limiting the hours that children 
listen to their iPods, surf the internet, and watch television; parents who had negative experiences 
in school themselves should participate in “letting go of the past” workshops sponsored  for 
instance by the 100 Black Men Organization, alumni chapters of the historically black 
fraternities and sororities and the Urban League; and  parents must  become involved in their 
child’s education through regular attendance at parent-teacher conferences, attending open 
houses, and participating in other parent and school programs. 

Heterogeneous not Homogenous Population 
 The African American parent population is heterogeneous, not a homogenous population. 

There are traditional high school-educated, blue-collar nuclear families, college-educated 
families,  and single-parent college-educated nuclear households, just to note a few (Lareau, 
2003; Lightfoot-Lawrence, 1994; McCoy-Pattillo, 1999). The common thread among the 
households is that academic achievers have emerged from vastly different household structures. 
Thus, this diversity in parents’ socio-economic background deflates the myth in some majority 
white and minority black communities that African American academic achievers do not arise 
out of low-income black families (Brown, 1994; Hill & Craft, 2003; Mickelson & Greene, 2006). 

Parental Expectations  
 Expectations are beliefs and values that individuals acquire which help shape their behavior 

in different areas.  Parents, not teachers or school counselors, are responsible for playing the 
principal role in establishing the early academic expectations for their children. Also, parents are 
responsible for sustaining high academic expectations for their children throughout their K-12 
education.  African American history is rich with the experiences of parents who established and 
sustained high academic expectations and educational goals for their children throughout 
different historical stages from before the Civil War (Bennett, 1964; Du Bois, 1935; Washington, 
1900; Woodson, 1919), Reconstruction Era  (Anderson, 1988; Du Bois, 1903, 1935), The First 
Great Black Migration (Bennett, 1964; Franklin & Moss, 1994), The Second Great Black 
Migration  (Bennett, 1964; Franklin & Moss, 1994), and The Post WWII era (Irvine Jordan, 
1996; Lightfoot-Lawrence, 1994; Yan, 1999). Moreover, many of the parents in the different 
eras would be classified as first-generation parents who embraced the value of education and 
college attendance.  All in all, parents play a major role in fostering their children’s high 
academic expectations for achievement in schools (Lareau, 2003; Yan, 1999). 

Academic Preparation 
In the current post-affirmative action world, TWIs are increasingly relying on traditional 

admission criteria (GPA based on college preparation curriculum, high school class rank, and 
strong ACT/SAT test scores) to admit African American students into their institutions. Selective 
institutions use high SAT scores (1200 and above), a GPA based on advanced college prep 
curricula, and class rank to determine a student’s admissibility to their institutions (Bell-Rose, 
1999; Massey, et al., 2003). Regardless of race or ethnicity, students who have completed a 
rigorous high school curriculum are more likely to have the preparation necessary to acquire the 
credentials that facilitate their college admission.    
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Students seeking to enhance their academic preparation in high school must complete 
gateway courses in English, math, and sciences, going beyond the minimum graduation 
requirements established by their state and local school districts (Hamilton, 2006; Haycock, 
Lynch, & Engle, 2010; Levine & Nidiffer, 1996). Administrative guidelines in many states allow 
high schools to offer three different diploma options: regular, college prep, and advanced honors. 

Regular diploma. The core curriculum for the regular diploma includes four years of 
English, three years of mathematics, three years of science, three years of social studies, and a 
computer science course. Students receiving the regular high school diploma complete 
introductory gateway courses.  Researchers have determined that the regular core curriculum 
does not provide adequate depth and breadth of content to enable students to perform well on the 
SAT/ACT examinations (Adelman, 1999; Hamilton, 2006; Horn, Kojaku, & Carroll, 2001). 

College prep diploma. The next diploma requires that students take additional gateway 
courses. Specifically, students must complete algebra I, geometry, two science classes from the 
combination of biology, chemistry, and physics, and at least one year of a foreign language 
(Horn, et al., 2001). The college prep diploma requires that students complete a curriculum that 
is between the regular and advanced curricula in difficulty. High school counselors and college 
admissions officers consider students who have completed this diploma to be fundamentally 
prepared for admission at selective colleges and universities. 

Honors diploma. Curricular requirements for the advanced honors high school diploma 
include four years of English, four years of mathematics (including pre-calculus or higher), three 
years of science (including biology, chemistry, and physics), three years of a foreign language, 
and three years of social studies (Haycock, et al., 2010; Horn, et al., 2001). The advanced honors 
diploma requires students to earn a B average in gateway courses, grade requirements that are 
significantly beyond the state’s minimum graduation requirements. Researchers have found that 
African American students who complete a rigorous honors curriculum in high school have a 
greater chance of earning high SAT scores of 1200 and above (Adelman, 1999; Bell-Rose, 
1999).  

Moreover, research conducted by Adelman (1999) demonstrates the effect of honors 
curricula on improving students’ chances of earning a bachelor’s degree. He compared 
completion rates for the top two quintiles of African American and white students who entered 
four-year colleges directly from on-time high school graduation.  He found that while 45% of his 
sample of African American students completed bachelor’s degrees, the percentage of 
completion jumped to 75% when students had taken the highest-level curricula in high school. 
Similarly, the percentage numbers for whites also increased from 75% of their sample to 86% for 
students who had completed the most rigorous high school curricula. Students who complete 
advanced placement classes further enhanced their academic preparation for college. 

Advanced placement courses. College bound students seeking to enhance their academic 
preparation can complete advanced placement (AP) work in key gateway courses.  Advanced 
placement courses are specially designed to allow high performing students to earn college credit 
for courses taken in high school.  Completion of AP courses is an additional signal to university 
admissions officers that the students are academically prepared for college.   

Increasingly more high performing African American students, like their Asian, Latino, and 
white peers, are registering for AP classes offered in their high schools. In 2003, African 
American students took 78,368 AP exams for a total of 4.6 percent of all AP test takers. This is 
more than four times the level of African American participation in 1985 (McMillen & Dulaney, 
2005).  The additional financial cost of completing AP courses is an obstacle for many African 
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American families who are already financially strapped. Despite major progress, African 
Americans still lag behind whites in both participation as well as performance in the AP 
program. (To illustrate, a score of 3 or more on a 5-point testing scale qualifies the student for 
college credit. A score of 5 is equivalent to receiving an A in a college-level course). In 2003, 
64.9 percent of the 1,118,448 white students who took AP exams received a qualifying grade of 
3 or above, compared to 31.8% of African American students (McMillen & Dulaney, 2005). 
Thus, whites were more than twice as likely as African Americans to receive a qualifying grade.  
All in all, students’ early and sustained academic preparation in middle school and high school is 
closely associated with their later admission, success, and graduation from college. The reality is 
the interaction of different forces inside the African American community and family is 
important in fostering the long term expansion of the pool of college-ready African American 
students from the public K-12 sector. 

Revitalizing the African American Community 
Gladwell’s (2008) Outliers trait model and the African proverb, “It Takes a Village to Raise a 

Child,” both recognize the idea that successful children do not develop in a social vacuum, but in 
fact are the products of the cultural value of their environment, which includes the larger 
community, family, and school. Likewise, the proverb focuses on gathering all elements of the 
community to raise children. Revitalizing the African American community is the long-term 
urgent strategy for narrowing the cultural capital gap of educational attainment between the 
black “haves” and “have-nots” and narrowing the educational attainment gap between African 
Americans and White/European Americans. 

African American history has clearly established that blacks have long embraced the   
cultural capital value of educational attainment from kindergarten through college.  More 
African American students obtaining at least a bachelor’s degree will strategically narrow the 
group social stratification gaps within the African American community as well as between 
white and black American group social stratifications.  African Americans’ long history of 
resilience in the face of all odds will be the cultural capital (resources in the form of ideas, 
practices, and knowledge) that they can draw upon to take the leadership role in assuring that 
more black children earn undergraduate degrees in the twenty-first century. 

 Graduating more first-generation African American students will require transformations in 
the family, national community, and the public school. With this in mind, the following 
supportive transformative recommendations are made for each sphere in order to contribute to 
the long-term goal of expanding the pool of African American undergraduates who attend and 
graduate from TWIs. 

Family 
Revitalize the traditional nuclear family within the African American community.  The 

traditional nuclear family provides the best environment and resources to establish and sustain 
student success. Future articles will address some of the concrete barriers toward revitalizing the 
nuclear family as the dominant family structure within the African American community 
(Franklin, 2007; Wilson, 2009). Re-establishing the nuclear family is important to developing 
long-term opportunities for improving black children's academic futures during the PK-16 (pre-
school through college) years. In addition, we must support and encourage parental behavior that 
reinforces students’ readiness, preparation, and performance throughout the educational pipeline. 
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There are many recommendations to support parental behavior that encourages academic suc-
cess.  

Foster intergenerational family values.  Revitalizing the African American community 
through the intergenerational transfer of family values (social capital), nurturing high academic 
performance expectations for Kindergarten through college (K-16), and establishing networks of 
support for futuristic oriented middle school, high school, and college students help parents re-
claim their role as the most influential socializing agent in establishing academic expectations for 
their children’s lives (Jeynes, 2005; Mandara, Varner, Greene, & Richman, 2009). 

Parents reading to children. Parents can emphasize the importance of education by reading 
to their children during the young person’s preschool years. Parents devoting one half-hour every 
day to reading a story to a son or daughter will send the message that reading is important 
(Flowers & Flowers, 2008; Scales & Synder, 2004; Smith, 1992). Learning to read occurs 
through some of the early experiences of students in preschool programs, reading at home with 
parents, or through church sponsored programs. During students’ early elementary years, parents 
can begin the transition from simply reading to their sons and/or daughters to a shared reading of 
easy-to-read books. Parents should establish half an hour of quiet time in the homes so they can 
read with their son and/or daughter.  Parents should also establish a quiet time for individual 
reading by the young person. 

Use of libraries. Parents should establish a family outing at the public library. Libraries offer 
many resources that will support the student, deepening their love of reading, which is the foun-
dation for learning throughout the K-12 educational system (Brown, 1997; Smith, 1992). The 
vast collections of libraries, openly available to the public in the United States mean that there 
are different types of books that will appeal to different readers. Parents can use their library 
cards to check out books for their own reading and help their sons or daughters acquire their own 
library cards to check out books for themselves.  Parents and children can jointly choose books 
that they can read together. 

Students should be able to find books that appeal to their interests in the libraries’ diverse 
collections. However, space constraints and family size may impact a family’s efforts to find 
quiet time for reading in the home. Thus, a family may be able to find that quiet space in some 
public libraries’ reading rooms. Parents’ regularly taking their children to a library provides the 
family an option for carving out a limited private quiet space for their children’s reading and 
studying. 

Effective use of technology. Parents should establish guidelines that result in their children 
devoting more time to studying while developing a healthy balance in the use of different tech-
nology (iPods, Game Boys, TV, and cell phones). There are different TV viewing habits among 
different socioeconomic and racial groups of Americans. In general, low income families, com-
pared to middle- and higher-income families, watch more TV throughout the week (Caldeas & 
Bankston, 1999; Lareau, 2003). The common denominator between low-income white and black 
families is a preoccupation with watching TV by parents and children. Disproportionately, Afri-
can Americans are concentrated in some of the lower income social classes in America (Allen, et 
al., 2005; Haycock, et al., 2010). It is recommended that parents reduce by one half their sons’ 
and daughters’ television viewing during the school year. In replacement, parents should help 
their sons and daughters develop structured  home work/study schedules (Brown, 1997; Flowers 
& Flowers, 2008). 

Increasingly more American homes have at least one computer.  Many computer users de-
vote significant time and energy viewing different internet sites. Parents must establish time and 
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content guidelines for their children’s use of the internet.  Parents’ time guidelines establish a 
framework for how long the student can be searching the internet. The content guidelines allow 
the parent and young person to agree on the websites available to them on the computer. Parents 
can make use of content restriction software to reinforce to their sons and daughters the appro-
priate viewing content while they are on the computer.   

Even though some households may not have a computer, parents and young people can use 
the computers that are available at many public libraries. Most public libraries restrict the content 
available to children on computers in their facilities. Parents can use the library’s content guide-
lines to reinforce their young person’s internet browsing in the library.  Next, transformational 
recommendations are made for the nationwide African American community. 

African American National Community 

Establish nationwide town hall meetings.  Begin a series of candid, frank, “keeping it real,” 
or “telling it like it is” nationwide forums that begin and sustain a discussion of what action-
oriented solutions African Americans can use to build on the success of their uplift through 
education while identifying the cultural and structural barriers constraining their uplift through 
educational attainment (Brinson, 2010; Brown, 1997). 

Rejuvenate and enhance the historically black church. During the 1954-1965 Civil Rights 
Movement, the historically black church demonstrated its capacity to assume a transformational 
role to galvanize African Americans to resist de jure segregation, and fight for voting rights. 
Without a doubt, the black church should reclaim its transformational leadership role to rally the 
African American community around treasuring and expanding the nuclear family as the major 
family structure within the black community. Also, the black church should hold and wave the 
banner of fostering early and sustained academic achievement for K-12 students as a precondi-
tion for attending and graduating from college (Brinson, 2010; Brown, 1997). 

Develop community-wide education coalitions. African Americans should support com-
munity-wide coalitions to establish college preparatory classes in all K-12 school districts—
rural, urban, and metropolitan school districts. They should develop and maintain a coalition 
with all Americans to pressure Congress to preserve and expand need-based student financial aid 
programs. Blacks should also cultivate and maintain a coalition to pressure Congress to establish 
student loan repayment plans through mentoring and academic support services to underrepre-
sented (low income White/European Americans, Indigenous Americans, Latinos [Puerto Ricans, 
Mexican Americans], African Americans, and some Asian American [Hmong, Filipinos, Meo]) 
students in rural, urban, and metropolitan K-12 school districts (Brown, 1997; Conway-Turner, 
2007).  

Public Schools 

Foster students’ futures orientation. Collaborate with students—especially first-generation 
college students—to develop futures orientation anchored on using four-year and beyond degree 
attainment.  I defined futures orientation as students’ projection of the linkages between their 
academic preparation and performance with developing their career and life plans(Brown, 1994).  

Re-engage with school counselors. School counselors should improve their role in helping 
students—particularly first-generation college students—become academically ready for college 
(Mickelson & Greene, 2006). School counselors should team with students to cope with double 
blind pressure (pressure from white students that they are exceptions and pressure from some 
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black students to steer away from the academic achievement pathway) that many students expe-
rience during the middle school, high school, and undergraduate years(Brown, 1994). 

Establish school and community partnerships. Pre-K-12 schools, churches, and commu-
nity groups should establish and enhance programs that build connections with successful Afri-
can American alumni from the public and private universities in the state. The goals of these 
programs are to allow Baby Boomer and Generation X (1965-1980) alumni to use their own 
first-generation experiences to assist millennial (1981 to the present) first-generation college stu-
dents in achieving their degrees and later career/life success (Conway-Turner, 2007). Black 
alumni from area colleges and universities for example should establish a telethon that generates 
scholarship support to help achievement oriented high school students and their families pay for 
the AP courses. 

Summary 
Traditionally, many Americans have made use of the attainment of their undergraduate 

degrees as a social escalator to improve their social and economic status in life. Obtaining a 
bachelor’s degree is considered the minimum academic credential that launches a student’s post-
college career.  Bachelor’s degree recipients in comparison to non-bachelor’s degree job 
applicants are more marketable and competitive in the new information oriented job market 
(Hammond-Darling, 2010). Undergraduate degree holders have higher lifetime earnings than 
citizens who do not have an undergraduate degree. In this article, the focus is primarily on 
expanding the pool of black students from first-generation families to get academically prepared 
for college. The rationale is that second-generation and beyond legacy parents have assimilated 
the cultural capital that was described as the Invisible Tapestry, as cited in Kuh, Schuh, &Whitt 
(1991). 

Improving African American students’ rigorous academic preparation to attend selective 
TWIs requires the interaction of several key factors, such as high teacher expectations, good 
academic environment in the school, completing an advanced curriculum, developing mutual 
peer relationships that sustain academic achievement and projecting positive futures orientations, 
and high parental expectations.  Notwithstanding, parents are the primary socializing agents who 
help their sons and daughters acquire the social capital, as well as the academic credentials, that 
propel many to say, “I know that I am going to college, but I do not know where I am going to 
college” (Brown, 1997). 

The African American community is at a crossroads that metaphorically looks like a jar half-
empty and a jar half-full, as measured in the achievements of the black middle- and upper-classes 
while the continuing disproportionate concentration of blacks in poverty is showing the jar half-
empty. Expanding the pool of African Americans—particularly first-generation college 
students—who earn a degree will result in narrowing the within-group socioeconomic class 
(SEC) disparity between the black “haves” and the black “have nots,” while continuing to close 
the gap between group SEC status disparities of White/European Americans and African 
Americans. Implementing these recommendations may generate small victories that may 
contribute to transformational cultural changes which support the strategic goal of expanding the 
pool of African Americans who attain an undergraduate degree from selective public colleges 
and universities. 
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Loving and Hating High School:  

Divided Opinion among Adults in a Rural University Town  
______________________________________________________________________________
  
                                Craig B. Howley, Diana Pickett, Peter Brown & Laura Kay, Ohio University 

Introduction 
In the fall of 2008, the members of the Michelle Connavino Honors Program at Ohio Univer-
sity’s College of Education—all first-year university students fresh from high school—began 
exploring issues and tensions inherent in the American educational system. Their very first edu-
cation course (taught by the lead author) included designing and conducting an empirical re-
search project.1 This report is one of several proceeding from that experience. 

In brief, in this report, we characterize the differences between those we interviewed who 
loved school and those who did not. To enable this comparison we created two sets of compari-
son groups: (1) interviewees divided into upper and lower halves on one item, “I loved school” 
and (2) the top and bottom quartiles on the same item.  Our brief methods section provides fur-
ther details. 

The discussions in the course raised a number of questions, all intended to evoke the spirit of 
skepticism. What does schooling accomplish and for whom? Can teachers really know better 
than others what is “best for children?” Who benefits most from schooling?  Do schools have a 
responsibility to their local communities and not only to “the children”? Can people learn to 
think?  Can people be taught not to think? Do people really like school? What good do adults 
think their high school experience did for them? Good questions all—and none with ready-made, 
easy answers. 

The class could have debated and decided what its members believed, but more to the point, 
they decided, was what the general public might think. Motivated by skepticism and curiosity, 
our class determined to interview ordinary adult citizens about the purposes that they believed 
high school had served in their lives. The overarching question was “What are high schools pre-
paring students for?” Our approach was somewhat unusual, as we will explain. 

Study design began with a discussion of educational purpose; the class consulted the relevant 
literature; and, with help from the first author, determined the overall research method (struc-
tured interview, purposive sampling), drafted and piloted the interview protocol, and gathered 
the data by the end of the Fall quarter, 2008. 

Relevant Literature 
Research from the 1960s (e.g., Downey, 1960) and earlier had identified four broad purposes 

for public education:  (1) intellectual or academic; (2) instrumental or productive; (3) social or 
political; and (4) personal (spiritual or aesthetic).  The questions on our interview schedule ad-
dressed these domains broadly but did not seek to develop measures of each dimension per se, a 
task that seemed both beyond the scope of the effort and detractive of the critical intent of the 
study (i.e., understanding the tensions within varied adult views of the high school experience). 
                                                 
1 Readers might be interested that, though conducted in the context of a course, participation as a researcher in the 
study was not a class requirement and did not figure in students’ grades, and yet all students did choose to partici-
pate and all of them completed the required IRB training at Ohio University. 
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Indeed, of far greater interest to us was the discovery that in recent decades, few educational re-
searchers had bothered to ask ordinary citizens what their high school experience meant to them, 
a point Paul Theobald (2009) also makes in a recent book. This insight helped us reframe the 
overall research question as follows: “What good do adults think high school did for them?” On 
such terms, then, this study might be best understood as a representation of the voice of ordinary 
citizens about educational purpose.  

We examined the literature for empirical studies that asked adults for opinions about the con-
tribution that high school had made to their lives. We found very little that was directly relevant. 
Perhaps influential entities (legislatures, State Education Agencies, and governors) believe 
adults’ reflections on their high school experience are irrelevant to the future of schooling, but 
given the contemporary measures “to hold schools accountable,” this oversight seems peculiar 
indeed. Who besides citizens, after all, should hold schools accountable…and for what? Some 
strands of existing literature (both empirical and prescriptive) did, however, seem relevant to the 
missing attempt to consider what ordinary people think, and these provide insights into the con-
ditions circumscribing the prevalent silence. 

Grading High Schools 
Among the best-known polls about education are those conducted by the Kappan organiza-

tion (e.g., Elam, 1995).  In these polls, of course, adults are not asked retrospectively about their 
own high school experience, but about their children’s schooling—a very different proposition, a 
form of market research or customer satisfaction study.  

Nonetheless, and in general, adults seem to approve of schools attended by their children. In 
the most recent (2009) poll, adults rated schools on a 4-point scale (completely satisfied to com-
pletely dissatisfied), and 76% of adults gave ratings in the top 2 categories—roughly equivalent 
to giving their oldest child’s school an A or a B (Gallup Corporation, 2010).  Of course, the 
Gallup polls do not report much about the views and circumstances of that 25% or so of parents 
who take a very different view of local schools. 

Adolescents, too, have been asked to grade their high schools by the Horatio Alger Associa-
tion since the 2000-2001 school year, in a series of annual reports titled The State of American 
Youth. In the most recent report (Hart, 2008), 64% of adolescents rated their high schools ‘A’ or 
‘B,’ and the overall grade from all respondents was a GPA of 2.7, or C+.  As with the Gallup 
polls, these results have varied only a little over time.  

Articulating Educational Purpose 

Of course, summative judgments of quality offer little information about the reasons that 
adults or adolescents assign the grades they give. For this reason, we also searched for reports of 
projects in which ordinary citizens were asked what they wanted schools to do, a project similar 
to asking ordinary citizens what good their schooling did for them.  Here too, though, we found 
very little. 

One report (Nichols, 1979) did document a relevant community engagement effort. The pro-
ject was concerned to help seven communities define what schools might do to help form re-
sponsible citizens; participants were both education professionals and lay community members, 
and the views of ordinary citizens were not distinguished from those of professional educators. 
In general, these mixed groups valued respect and responsibility, but one of the seven communi-
ties defined good citizenship more intellectually as (1) maintaining an open mind, (2) making 
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decisions independently, and (3) understanding that making decisions included taking responsi-
bility for consequences. 

A few such other reports exist as well (e.g., Lave & Root, 1978), all of them conducted 30 
years ago, but these rare reports seem even rarer in the record after 1983 and to cease altogether 
about 1990, at least to judge from materials archived in ERIC. One might conclude that Theob-
ald (2009) is right that state- and national-level legislators, bureaucrats, and selected professional 
educators have been arrogated the right to decide educational purpose unfettered by the aspira-
tions of ordinary citizens.  

Recent customer satisfaction reports tend to gauge respondents’ particular satisfaction with 
State Education Agencies (SEAs) (e.g., Evans & Harmon, 1978; Funk & Bosher, 2002; McE-
wen, 1998). Often these reports do contrast educator and lay opinion: The gap between profes-
sional and lay views can pose challenges for policy makers. Where the power lies, though, is 
evident in these reports: with those authorized to make policy for states as a whole (legislators, 
bureaucrats, and allied professional educators). 

Review of the related literature then, confirms a decades-long silence about what ordinary 
citizens have thought not only of their own schooling, but also of educational purpose generally. 
The silence might even be characterized as profound. One wonders what is going on here: it 
seems as if the capacity of ordinary citizens to render such judgment has been dismissed as in-
adequate, as too parochially situated, or perhaps simply as too difficult to engage. The silence, of 
course, means also that the need to account to citizens for their exclusion is regarded as unneces-
sary. 

Methods 
We approached data collection and analysis from a post-positivist vantage, that is, with the 

assumption that whatever social reality may be, it is to some extent knowable with the help of 
data systematically collected and analyzed. At the same time, however, we understand that the 
findings of systematic social inquiry require interpretation and critique in order to make sense of 
them (see, e.g., Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Geertz, 1983; Phillips, 2006). For this venue, and for 
that reason, we are abridging the usual post-positivist details about method in order to engage a 
more extended interpretation and critique. A written methodological trace, however, is available 
from the lead author. 

Appendix A supplies to readers the interview protocol. The instrument evolved in classroom 
discussions and successive critique sessions, through six drafts and yielding final version in Ap-
pendix A. The instrument contains 10 demographic background variables; 12 items specifically 
measuring respondents’ experiences of larger educational aims; and 6 items eliciting opinions 
about schooling (e.g., “I loved my years in high school”). We aimed to capture a range of re-
sponses sufficient to characterize the extent of “big-picture learnings” reported by interviewees. 
We interviewed people 18 and older—students and non-students, younger and older, those with 
working-class and those with professional-class backgrounds, and with varying educational at-
tainment levels and ethnicities. Our sample was purposively selected by soliciting interviews in 
various parts of the town of Athens, and, as a result, our 195 subjects exhibit characteristics that 
strongly resemble those of the town as a whole as documented in the American Community Cen-
sus (United States Bureau of Census, 2009). All members of the class collected data; and co-
authors Pickett, Kay, and Brown stayed with the project for data analysis and writing during the 
following year. 
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Before describing the variables and data analysis, we acknowledge the limitations of this 
study. We have studied a purposive sample, perhaps characteristic (if not representative) of a 
single place, an unusual sort of place at that (being a university town). Second, our structured 
interview protocol constituted a face-to-face survey quite unlike semi-structured interviewing 
techniques: the data are not rich or nuanced and they do not aim to supply “thick description.” 
Results cannot be generalized to other populations. Results can, however, be used to open further 
the relevant issues of the character of educational purpose and the contribution ordinary adults 
might make in judging schools’ success in engaging significant educational purpose.  

Variables 

To capture “big-picture learning,” we created two relevant constructs: (1) fulfillment of over-
all educational purpose and (2) leadership-learning. The second construct reflects our concern 
that schools prepare ought to prepare all citizens to act with and through authority—leadership 
is, in this sense, a relevant construct. 

For the fulfillment construct, we used four items that seemed jointly to reflect the purposes 
described by Downey (1960) and Taggart (1980): 16 (thrive at work later in life—practical pur-
pose), 17 (think independently—intellectual purpose), 21 (value common good of the commu-
nity—social purpose), and 25 (find my calling in life—personal, spiritual, aesthetic purpose). 
Using typical tests for the purpose, the items proved appropriate for aggregating by factor analy-
sis, and the resultant single-factor solution (explaining 59% of the shared variance) became the 
measure of our fulfillment construct. The higher the score, the greater the reported fulfillment. 

For the leadership-learning construct we followed a similar procedure using items 13 (inter-
act with leaders), 14, (take leadership role), and 15 (challenge leaders). These items also proved 
suitable for factorization and also produced a single factor, in this case explaining 73% of the 
shared variance. Again, the higher the score, the greater the reported learning about leadership. 

As noted in the introduction, “I loved my years in high school” (item 24) was our   variable. 
Like the other experience and opinion items, it was based on a 7-point scale.  This one exhibited 
a mean of 5.1, and median of 5 and was normally distributed. The three variables just described 
figured in analyses as dependent variables, but the fulfillment and leadership-learning were also 
included as predictors of the focal (loved school) variable. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics 
for the relevant variables. 
  
Table 1 
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent and Independent Variables 

variable Na Min Max  M  SD Skew 
loved school (1-7)b 195 1 7 5.10 1.75 -.74 
major aims (factor) 192 -3.15 1.51 .00 1.00 -.67 
leadership-learning (factor) 194 -3.03 1.46 .00 1.00 -.69 
social class (1-3) 195 1 3 1.96 .960 .072 
inferred race (dummy)c 195 0 1 .90 .304 -2.64 
inferred sex (dummy) 195 0 1 .47 .500 .11 
rural (dummy) 195 0 0 .37 .484 .55 
urban (dummy) 195 1 1  .12 .329 2.31 
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Notes. 
a. Listwise n = 191.  
b. Frequencies for “loved”: 1 (f=10), 2 (f=8), 3 (f=22), 4 (f=21), 5 (f=39), 6 (f=41), 7 (f=54). 
c. Frequencies for inferred race: 0 (nonwhite) (f=20), 1 (f=175) 

Data Analysis 
We tested group differences and conducted OLS regressions. In the case of possible group 

differences, we hypothesized that values of our main dependent variables (fulfillment and leader-
ship-learning) would vary according to groups of adults who reported loving school or not lov-
ing school. For this comparison we segmented the sample in two ways.  First, we divided the 
sample at the median of “loved school.”  To compare those who arguably loved school with 
those who arguably hated school, we formed extreme groups of similar size:  those reporting 
values of 7 (n=54) and those reporting values of 3 or less (n=40).  Using these groups we tested 
mean differences with t-tests for unequal variances. 

Our focal regression analysis, with “loved school” as the dependent variable, was conducted 
to learn which set of independent variables might best predict the degree to which interviewees 
loved school. We selected a theoretically salient set of independent variables (i.e., the “usual 
suspects”; see, e.g., deMarrais & LeCompte, 1999) as follows: social class, race, sex, locale 
where raised, and educational attainment (further details available from first author). For this 
model, as well, the fulfillment and leadership-learning constructs also figured as predictors, since 
findings from of our tests of group differences suggested possible utility as predictors. 

The results of these two primary analyses precipitated two ancillary analyses, described in 
the findings section as extensions of the major conclusions. In each case, the issue was the nature 
of subgroups of interviewees. 

Findings 
We report two sets of findings in this section.  First considered are the results of comparisons 

of means with the sample segmented into the previously described groups on values of the 
“loved school” variable. Second, we report the results of regressing the “loved school” variable 
on the previously specified set of independent variables. 

 
Table 2 
Mean Differences on Fulfillment and Leadership by “Loved High School” Groups  
 
Panel Construct Group  na    M   SD    pb  Eff Sizec 
 lower half 99 -.374 1.041 .000 .77 
Mdn split 

fulfillment (factor) 
upper half 93 .398 .782   

        
 lower half 100 -.340 1.059 .000 .70 
 

leadership (factor) 
upper half 94 .361 .7914   

 
 
 lowest 40 -.873 1.092 .000 1.42 

ed attainment (1-5) 195 1 5 2.57 1.069 1.25 
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Extreme  highest 52 .548 .837   
        
 lowest 40 -.861 1.146 .000 1.41 
 

leadership (factor) 
highest 54 .553 .709   

 
Notes.  
a. Sample sizes differ slightly due to missing data. 
b. Significance level for unequal variances. 
c. Effect size is the mean difference, as the dependent variables are given in units based on the pooled SD. 
 

Table 2 reports the results for the two groups of interviewees previously specified (median 
split, and very high versus very low). The effect sizes are large (~.75 standard deviation units) 
for the sample split at the median, and for the extreme groups, they are nearly twice as large  
(~1.4 SD units). Those who arguably hate school (those reporting values less than 4 for the  
“loved” variable) report far less fulfillment of major aims and far less satisfactory engagement 
with leadership-learning. 
 
Table 3 
Predictors of “Loving High School” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes.  Total adjusted R2 = .291; n = 191 with listwise deletion of cases. Excluded background variables include 
social class, educational attainment, locale (rural, urban). 
 

The results of the two-step regression analysis appear in Table 3. Three variables proved sta-
tistically significant, accounting for nearly 30% of the variance in the dependent variable.  Most 
interesting, perhaps, is the lack of influence of the usually suspect background variables. Social 
class, gender, educational attainment, and locale exercised no influence, though white race in this 
sample exhibited an unusual negative influence. That is, in this analysis, and all else equal, white 
race (80% of interviewees) proved a weak but still statistically significant and unexpectedly 
negative predictor of “loving school.” The strongest single predictor proved to be the fulfillment 
measure, accounting for most of the explained variance (i.e., 96% of 30%, i.e., .279/.291). While 
interviewees’ self-reported fulfillment of major aims of education exerted a robust influence on 
the extent to which they reported loving their years in high school, the variables available for 
analysis leave over two-thirds of the variance unexplained.  Possibly such influences as tem-
perament, social networks, and extra-curricular involvement would explain additional propor-
tions of variance. 

 Variables B β p ΔR2   
 Constant 5.797  .000    
Step 1  

Race 
 
-.789 

 
-.138 

 
.025 

 
.022 

  

Step 2  
Fulfillment 

 
.673 

 
.383 

 
.000 

 
.264 

  

 Leadership .318 .182 .041 .016   
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Finally, the results of comparing means of groups of students (Table 2) and the regression re-
sults made us curious about the ways in which the “school haters” (the n=40 students who report 
not much liking their years in high school) might have differed from the “school lovers” (the 
n=54 students who reported strongest agreement with the item stem). We thus computed descrip-
tive statistics for the same set of background variables used in the regression analysis (which 
proved such weak influences across the entire sample). In this ancillary analysis, not one of the 
observed differences proved statistically significant. When we repeated the analysis for groups 
divided at the median of the dependent variable, only race proved marginally significant 
(p=.045). 

Race, recall from the regression results, also proved a weak but statistically significant nega-
tive predictor of the dependent variable (item #24). We speculated that in this rural university 
town the non-white students were more likely to be international students, and possibly therefore 
more likely to have been recruited to attend a US university from among the elites in their home 
countries, conditions that might be predicted to dispose them more favorably to schooling than 
white interviewees, whose selection was likely less stringent. Ancillary comparisons (available 
separately) suggested that non-white interviewees in the sample spoke with an international ac-
cent, and that those who did rated the “loved school” item significantly higher than the non-white 
students who spoke with an American accent. 

Discussion: Clarification, Summary, Interpretation and Recommendations 
This discussion undertakes four tasks.  First, it clarifies the study’s leadership construct, 

which is important to understanding the results. Next, it summarizes those results, and then it in-
terprets the meaning of the results. Fourth, and finally, it develops recommendations for citizens, 
school practitioners, policy makers, and researchers. 

Leadership-Learning in This Study 
The view of leadership represented here requires explanation. The construct is consistent 

with Chester Barnard’s (1968) curious conception of leaders and followers negotiating what 
Barnard called “a zone of indifference.” This is the zone where a “leader’s” actions will be ac-
cepted by “a follower”—but the negotiation of the zone notably enacts an intriguing and subtle 
relationship, and our leadership construct, which represents interacting with, challenging, and 
assuming the “role” of leader arguably captures something of this negotiated relationship (see 
also Liden, Sparrowe, & Wayne, 1997, for leader-member exchange theory, a somewhat related 
outlook). 

Readers should observe that this is a view of leadership that remains open to all, and not 
principally to elites judged best suited to “lead.” The leadership-learning construct seems to us, 
as well, to represent an experience of leadership that students, teachers, and community members 
might reasonably engage in high school, or at least in some fortunate high schools even under 
existing circumstances. 

One recent observer (Theobald, 2009) explains that articulation of educational purpose has 
been arrogated to the State (federal and state governments) and to professional organizations, 
with ordinary citizens’ views increasingly understood as unqualified. Apparently, the mantra 
“what every child should know and be able to do” must be articulated by a power sufficient to 
impose general compliance with such a universal statement. Accordingly, citizens—and commu-
nities—seldom any longer enjoy even the opportunity to articulate their aspirations for educa-
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tion. Observers like Theobald regard such conclusions as undemocratic misunderstandings (see 
also, Arons, 1997). 

The design of this study, then, embeds an understanding of leadership that might be charac-
terized as markedly democratic. We do not consider this qualification as a research bias, but in 
fact a provision to guard against bias. In a democracy, leadership is intended to be open to all; 
that it is not, in our nation, now constitutes the bias, the misunderstanding of leadership. Readers 
with a different view of leadership may contest the findings on other grounds, but not actually 
this one. 

Summary of Results 
Groups of adults who reported hating or loving their years in high school exhibit sharp dif-

ferences in their self-reports of the extent to which their high school experiences fulfilled major 
educational aims or provided engagement with leadership learning (see Table 2). Effect sizes 
were large for both comparisons undertaken by this study:  (1) groups divided at the median of 
the focal variable (“loved school”) and (2) extreme groups (essentially the lowest quintile com-
pared to the highest quartile).  For these two groups, respectively, the effect sizes for the fulfill-
ment construct were .77 and 1.42, and for the leadership-learning construct .70 and 1.41. The 
two variables (i.e., fulfillment and leadership-learning) shared about 50% of their total variance. 
Used as predictors, these two variables accounted for about 30% of the variance in the extent to 
which adults reported “loving” their years in high school. White race was also shown to exert a 
weak but unexpected negative influence on the dependent variable (loving high school), but by 
far the strongest influence overall was the fulfillment construct, which indeed accounted for most 
of the explained variance (see Table 3).  

Interpretation 

What do such results mean? We offer four insights by way of interpretation. 
First, it seems that loving or hating school is surprisingly not a function of influential back-

ground variables, at least as operationalized in this study and among this sample. None of the 
“usual suspects” (poverty, race, locale) functioned as might have been expected. The finding 
may suggest that the widespread alienation from school suggested by so many observers (e.g., 
deMarrais & Lecompte, 1999; Gatto, 2002; Goodman, 1962; Kozol, 1991; Orr, 1995) is a largely 
unexamined outcome of schooling itself. Others have advanced this claim (e.g., Goodman, 1962; 
Gatto, 2002), but seldom has empirical evidence been forthcoming. 

Our findings are related to those recently reported by Lewis and Kim (2008), who found that 
elementary students in bad schools still confess a desire to learn. Humans are formed to learn, as 
we know quite well, and (a) the desire to learn persists even in rotten educational circumstances 
and (b) frustration of that innate desire in school is recognized and remembered by adults, at 
least on the terms of this study and Lewis and Kim’s. These implications are, in a sense, the good 
news; the bad news is how very much more it seems schooling could do.  All humans want to 
learn.2  

Second, the ensemble of major educational aims used in this study (intellectual, productive, 
social-political, and personal-aesthetic-spiritual) has a great deal to do, at least in the memory of 
                                                 
2 Readers can compare the Google search-hits for the phrase “all children want to learn” and the durable mantra “all 
children can learn.”  Fifty instances of the latter phrase occur for each instance of the former. This playful exercise 
perhaps illustrates both the ideological blinders in place and the evident research opportunity. 
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adults, with disposition toward high school. Liking (or hating) school is at least partly a function 
(30% of variance) of the extent to which high schools are judged by adults to have helped them 
realize important purposes. We find cause for hope in this finding; adults apparently can judge 
what their schools did and didn’t do for them. The odd fact remains, though, that so few have 
been asked to render such judgment, according to our review of the literature. Given the analyses 
of scholars who have described the relentless compliance routines enacted in working-class 
schools (e.g., Anyon, 1980; Kozol, 1991; McNeal & Dunbar, 2010) it seems curious that impov-
erished Appalachian or impoverished Black students, for instance, could report loving school or 
having found fulfillment in their experiences of school—or perhaps it is not so curious. School-
ing as a whole is sufficiently complex to fulfill quite contradictory functions, as Kliebard (1995) 
has famously noted in a much longer historical timeframe. Whether or not particular schools can 
engage contradictory or incompatible aims, however, seems at best an open question. The aims 
of education is a realm ready for researchers to reclaim. 

Third, the two previous insights—implications of the lack of influence of “the usual sus-
pects” and implications about ordinary adults’ untapped capacity to judge the results and pur-
poses of their own schooling may imply, less optimistically, that much remains for educators to 
do to make schooling a more profitable experience.  

Indeed, the extent to which minimum-competence (“core”) standards address intellectual 
learning itself strikes us as deficient. Part of the problem is that, as so many have reported, the 
tests drive both curriculum and instruction—and such grade-level group tests cannot even per-
form the assessment tasks charged to them (e.g., Lee & Wong, 2004; Ho, 2008; Russell, Higgins, 
& Raczek, 2004; Schiller, 2003). Adults who have survived their schooling, though, seemed in 
little doubt about the extent to which their high schools had done well or ill by them across the 
major purposes of education. The strictures of current accountability regimes, we surmise, make 
engagement with goals that students find meaningful far more difficult simply because the preva-
lent state accountability provisions pay almost no attention at all to social, productive, and per-
sonal-spiritual-aesthetic goals. This change seems historically momentous (cf. Downey, 1960; 
Taggart, 1980) even in Kliebard’s long timeframe (Kliebard, 1995). 

Fourth, and finally, we see another, perhaps more important, purpose in the problematic state 
and federal schemes to impose “accountability” on schools.  That purpose, following Habermas 
(1973) is legitimation, as a few education scholars have suggested (e.g., Davies & Guppy, 1997; 
Inglis, 2000; Morris, 2004; Lipman, 2004)—legitimation, in particular, of the motives for ac-
countability: preparedness for global economic combat, a purpose that displaces students’ own 
struggles for fulfillment (e.g., Apple, 2001; Giroux, 2000; Molnar, 2002) as a raison d’être for 
education itself.3 

The new regimes might be said to instantiate state and, increasingly, federal authority in 
ways that seem increasingly incontestable to local people—to citizens themselves. If the schemes 
feel onerous to ordinary local citizens, though, it may be because, as some have observed, that 
the schemes exist to discipline a dwindling number of Americans who still regard themselves as 
citizens, with, for instance, the right to exert leadership of the State. Thus, the content of the al-
tered discipline and purpose has far more to do with extending neoliberal prerogatives than with 
the honorable aims of education (e.g., Apple, 2001; Giroux, 200; Molnar, 2002; Theobald, 

                                                 
3 These historic changes occur as the superordinate authority of the nation-state itself—as the dominant political 
paradigm for the planet—has become increasingly tenuous (Bauman, 1998; Hobsbawm, 1992; Jacques, 2009; Sas-
sen, 1996). Maintaining systems of schooling according to some of these observers, will nonetheless remain a con-
tinuing national responsibility.  
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2009). On this view, it is no wonder that so little attention is paid to what ordinary citizens think 
of how they were educated—what they learned at school. The State is not interested, nor are the 
researchers it funds. 

Another sort of accountability, however, is clearly arguable on the basis of this exploratory 
study: namely, that of the ordinary adult’s accounting of the benefits received from schooling. 
Again: the findings suggest that the capacity to render this judgment exists and can be accessed. 
Ignoring this capacity would seem an odd oversight in a democracy. 

Indeed, the striking notion suggests itself that schools are perhaps no longer a democratic un-
dertaking; this assertion has been made for a long time. Spring (1988) asserted that at least since 
1945 they have functioned as social sorting machine, qualifying the noisy elite for leadership po-
sitions and keeping the timid silent—or at least inarticulate. 

It’s not difficult to see how this happens in classrooms. Many teachers ask questions with a 
clear answer in mind, and students who possess intuition sufficient to pinpoint the answer (func-
tionally, the endpoint of the discussion) are lauded as leaders. Such students are pulled aside for 
supplementary training to be the leaders of the future (e.g. Boys and Girls State, Emerging Lead-
ers Institute, Senior Learners Academy, and many others), while others’ capacity to offer direc-
tion, counsel, and insight remains unacknowledged and uncultivated. It is no wonder that adults 
who experienced these slights and with whom we spoke did not love school, found that school 
did not help them discover their way in the world, and likely today feel dispossessed of the right 
and responsibility to exercise leadership. 

 What about today’s students? Even schools that encourage leadership from a variety of stu-
dents, however, cannot help but succumb to the superordinate agenda embodied in accountability 
regimes, national standards, and the neoliberal agenda.  In the midst of all, teachers are pressured 
to focus their best work on a narrow swath students, those not quite “passing” accountability 
tests, and on whose slightly improved performance the reputation of the state, district, school, 
and even teacher depends. Predictably, such a peculiar pedagogical focus would position far 
more students as unfulfilled adults. It’s a chilling thought. 

Recommendations 
Although the implications of this study seem to us surprisingly momentous, they remain a 

matter of interpretation, and we again caution both readers and ourselves that this was a small-
scale, exploratory study with a non-representative sample. Would the findings prove robust to 
investigation with a random sample representing a locality, a state, or the nation? One can only 
guess, but the magnitude of the reported effect sizes suggests that such an extension might well 
be worth the effort, and the issues themselves merit further attention. 

Our first recommendation, then, is continued development of the instrument and its more ex-
tended use in a random sample. We certainly invite other researchers to take up this and related 
work. For instance, a far more ambitious, and very promising realm of inquiry, would encompass 
qualitative and multi-method investigations that describe the trajectory and dynamics of stu-
dents’ desire to learn over the course of 13 years of compulsory education.  

 Our second recommendation is, however, less modest and more practical. On the basis of 
logic far more than data, we advise local communities and educators (i.e., ourselves) to begin a 
counter-reformation that cultivates forms of schooling (pedagogies, curricula, frameworks—even 
standards) that do honor the aims so sorely neglected by contemporary “accountability” schemes. 
It disturbs us that researchers and evaluators so typically ask residents to assess the quality of 
schooling given a state or a region’s children (customer satisfaction), but have so seldom (possi-
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bly never) asked adults what good high school did for them or what aims ordinary adults might 
cherish for schooling overall. Even more disturbing is the authorized neglect of obviously impor-
tant aims of education—finding a calling in life, challenging leaders, thinking independently. 
These aims are not actually any more difficult to measure than, for instance, the long-contested 
constructs of academic achievement and intellectual ability. 

How might educators proceed? The pre-service student co-authors of this study advise col-
leagues to strive to fill the gap in schools by cultivating meaningful group work where every stu-
dent is integral to a project planned by all. If a project can go on without a student, what use 
would it be to the group, the student, the teacher, or the school? We’re not sure we have an an-
swer, but the question is worth thinking about in light of educators’ fond wish that student love 
what they do in school—for good reason. 
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Appendix: Interview Items 
1. Location:  [ ] campus or uptown  [ ] non-student residential [ ] East State Stores 
2. Interviewer gender assignment:  [ ] males  [ ] females 

 
Note to interviewer:  Don’t ask these questions [i.e., 3-6] of participant, just estimate answers by observing the 
participant 

 
3. Age    [ ] 18-30  [ ] 30-60 [ ] over 60 
4. Race:    [ ] white  [ ] other 
5. Gender:   [ ] male  [ ] female 
6. Accent:   [ ] American English  [ ] International English 
7. Are you a current college or technical school student? [ ] no [ ] yes 
8. What’s the last grade you completed?  [ ] not yet a HS grad [ ] HS grad [ ] 2-year degree [ ] 4-year degree [ 

] graduate degree 
9. When you were growing up, do you think your parents belonged to the working class (or blue-collar), the 

professional (or white-collar) class, or are you uncertain? [ ] working   [ ] professional  [ ] uncertain    
10. About how large was your graduating high school class?  [number given by participant] 
11. Would you describe your high school community as more rural, urban, or suburban? [ ] rural [ ] urban [ ] 

suburban 
12. Would you describe your upbringing as more conservative, more liberal, or more like a mix of both? [ ] 

more conservative [ ] more liberal [ ] more a mix of both 
 

Interviewer (to participant): Next, there are 11 questions about what you learned in high school. All are based 
on a 1-7 scale, with 1 the lowest and 7 the highest. On a Scale of 1-7, 1 being least, 7 being highest, how well 
did your overall high school experience prepare you to: 

 
13. interact productively with leaders?  
14. act with confidence as a leader of project or team? 
15. challenge the ideas or plans of leaders effectively?    
16.  thrive at work later in life? 
17.  think independently? 
18. follow orders? 
19. succeed at a technical program in community college or trade school? 
20. succeed at a 4-year college or university? 
21. value the common good of the community? 
22. value freedom (liberty)? 
23. value an active life (with sports and physical recreation)? 
 
Interviewer (to participant): The last series of question concerns your opinions about schooling. How strongly 
do you agree with the following statements (1=strong disagreement; 7=strong agreement)? 

 
24. I loved my years in high school. 
25. My high school experience really helped me to find my calling in life. 
26. We have schools mostly to provide babysitting for working parents. 
27. Schools should be run by professionals with occasional assistance from non-professionals. 
28. Accountability testing (standardized tests like the Ohio Graduation Test and the Ohio Achievement Tests) 

really helps prepare children for the future. 
29. Accountability testing really helps prepare the state of Ohio for the future. 

30. Location:  [ ] campus or uptown  [ ] non-student residential [ ] East State Stores 
 

31. Interviewer gender assignment:  [ ] males  [ ] females 
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Note to interviewer:  Don’t ask these questions [i.e., 3-6] of participant, just estimate answers by observing the 
participant 

 
32. Age    [ ] 18-30  [ ] 30-60 [ ] over 60 
33. Race:    [ ] white  [ ] other 
34. Gender:   [ ] male  [ ] female 
35. Accent:   [ ] American English  [ ] International English 
36. Are you a current college or technical school student? [ ] no [ ] yes 
37. What’s the last grade you completed?  [ ] not yet a HS grad [ ] HS grad [ ] 2-year degree [ ] 4-year degree [ 

] graduate degree 
38. When you were growing up, do you think your parents belonged to the working class (or blue-collar), the 

professional (or white-collar) class, or are you uncertain? [ ] working   [ ] professional  [ ] uncertain    
39. About how large was your graduating high school class?  [number given by participant] 
40. Would you describe your high school community as more rural, urban, or suburban? [ ] rural [ ] urban [ ] 

suburban 
41. Would you describe your upbringing as more conservative, more liberal, or more like a mix of both? [ ] 

more conservative [ ] more liberal [ ] more a mix of both 
 

Interviewer (to participant): Next, there are 11 questions about what you learned in high school. All are based 
on a 1-7 scale, with 1 the lowest and 7 the highest. On a Scale of 1-7, 1 being least, 7 being highest, how well 
did your overall high school experience prepare you to: 

 
42. interact productively with leaders?  
43. act with confidence as a leader of project or team? 
44. challenge the ideas or plans of leaders effectively?    
45.  thrive at work later in life? 
46.  think independently? 
47. follow orders? 
48. succeed at a technical program in community college or trade school? 
49. succeed at a 4-year college or university? 
50. value the common good of the community? 
51. value freedom (liberty)? 
52. value an active life (with sports and physical recreation)? 
 
Interviewer (to participant): The last series of question concerns your opinions about schooling. How strongly 
do you agree with the following statements (1=strong disagreement; 7=strong agreement)? 

 
53. I loved my years in high school. 
54. My high school experience really helped me to find my calling in life. 
55. We have schools mostly to provide babysitting for working parents. 
56. Schools should be run by professionals with occasional assistance from non-professionals. 
57. Accountability testing (standardized tests like the Ohio Graduation Test and the Ohio Achievement Tests) 

really helps prepare children for the future. 
58. Accountability testing really helps prepare the state of Ohio for the future. 
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Racial Harmony & Heroes: A Content Analysis of the Pearson 

Reading Program “Good Habits, Great Readers”  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                                                Brandelyn Tosolt & Bettina L. Love, Northern Kentucky University 

Introduction 
Multicultural education is a term with a variety of definitions growing from a number of differ-
ent disciplines (e.g. Gay, 2003; Nieto, 2004; Pang, 2005). For the purposes of this chapter, we 
chose to approach multicultural education from the perspectives presented by James Banks. 
Banks defines multicultural education as having three components: an idea that all students 
should have access to equal educational opportunities; an educational reform movement to pro-
vide all students with those equal educational opportunities; and a process by which educational 
reform can occur that will ensure equal educational opportunities (Banks, 2007). Beyond this 
definition of multicultural education, Banks also provides tools for conceiving of aspects of mul-
ticultural education. In this chapter, we use two of Banks’ tools: the five dimensions of multicul-
tural education and four approaches to curriculum reform to examine the Pearson Reading Pro-
gram “Good Habits, Great Readers,” a popular reading series that is used in schools across 
America.           

We argue that in order for schools to create classrooms where multicultural education is prac-
ticed in accordance with Banks, schools must be equipped with textbooks, books, and reading 
programs that are designed to empower school culture and social structure (Banks, 2004). Thus, 
it takes more than just willing, culturally-sensitive school officials to enact multicultural educa-
tion; a school needs educational tools that mirror the multicultural educational goals and needs of 
the school. Moreover, we contend, that culturally relevant instruction is central to the overall 
academic achievements of African American students (Ladson-Billings, 1992).  According to 
Ladson-Billings (1992), culturally relevant instruction empowers “students intellectually, so-
cially, emotionally, and politically by using cultural referents to impart knowledge, skills, and 
attitude” (p. 328). With these issues in mind, we conducted a content analysis of the popular 
elementary reading series, “Good Habits, Great Readers,” for its cultural relevance and align-
ment to Banks’ approach to multicultural education.  

Dimensions of Multicultural Education 
Banks defines the five dimensions of multicultural education as being content integration, an 

equity pedagogy, the knowledge construction process, prejudice reduction, and an empowering 
school culture and social structure (Banks, 2004). Content integration is the deliberate inclusion 
of examples and content from a variety of cultures in their content area. An equity pedagogy re-
fers to teaching techniques designed to build on a variety of culturally-based learning styles. The 
knowledge construction process is the extent to which teachers help their students understand the 
limitations placed on their knowledge because of deficit perspectives and a lack of honest dia-
logue. Prejudice reduction refers specifically to teachers’ knowledge and reduction of their stu-
dents’ prejudices through teaching methods. Finally, an empowering school culture and social 
structure is one in which grouping, whether academic, social, or extracurricular and across the 
staff, faculty, and students empower students from all social groups. Banks argues that the first 
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four dimensions are not sequential, but that they interact with each other to help form the founda-
tion for an empowering school culture and social structure. Together, these five dimensions of 
multicultural education function to provide specific examples of what multicultural education 
looks like in practice. 

In addition to defining dimensions of multicultural education, Banks (2004) also outlines 
four approaches to curriculum reform. Banks defines the four approaches to curriculum reform 
as the contributions approach, the additive approach, the transformation approach, and the social 
action approach. Unlike the dimensions of multicultural education outlined above, this model is 
hierarchical, meaning that each one is considered a fuller approach to multicultural education 
than the level below it. The contributions approach is what is often called a “heroes and holi-
days” or “food, folks, and fun.” In this approach, individual aspects of a variety of cultures are 
examined one after the other. The additive approach refers to a curriculum in which concepts and 
themes that span cultures are included, though the underlying structure of the curriculum remains 
the same. The transformation approach alters the structure of the curriculum to facilitate stu-
dents’ understanding of events and concepts from a variety of perspectives. Finally, the social 
action approach allows students to make decisions and take action on issues that are important to 
them or to society as a whole. With each increasing level in this model, the learning that occurs 
in (and sometimes out) of classrooms is closer to the full five-dimension model of multicultural 
education discussed above. 

While multicultural education is often portrayed by its detractors as being basket-weaving 
(May, 1993) or a feel-good pedagogy (Jenks, Lee, & Kanpol, 2001), research supports a correla-
tion between multicultural education and educational outcomes. Multicultural education is corre-
lated with increased school achievement and morale in Native American and black students 
(Erickson, 1987). Several studies have found that when culture is used as an asset in planning 
and implementing instruction, students of color benefit disproportionately (Bazron, Osher, & 
Fleischman, 2005). In Sheets’ (1995) case study describing the use of multicultural education in 
the case of Latino students who had academic records of failure, the author was able to bring 
about positive changes in their academic performance, self-esteem, and other critical factors. For 
example, she was able to help all of these students pass Advanced Placement exams in Spanish 
language and/or literature after placing them in Advanced Placement courses designed with mul-
ticultural education practices. Finally, Allen & Boykin (1992) demonstrated that black children 
were able to learn more effectively in classroom contexts that took into account their different 
norms. Thus, multicultural education, to the contrary of its detractors, can be a powerful model 
for increasing school achievement for students. 

It is particularly crucial to find models that increase school outcomes for students who are 
identified as African American, as their outcomes are demonstrably different from outcomes for 
those students who are identified as White (KewalRamani, Gilbertson, Fox, & Provasnik, 2007).  
For example, African American students tend to score lower on standardized tests than do White 
students (Capraro, Capraro, & Wiggins, 2000; Kunjufu, 2002; National Center for Educational 
Statistics, 2003). African American students are more often suspended than are their White peers 
(Blomberg, 2004; Rausch & Skiba, 2004).  In addition, African American students are more of-
ten retained than their White counterparts (Harrington-Lueker, 1998; National Association of 
School Psychologists, 2003). All of these school outcomes contribute to drop out rates; thus, it is 
no surprise that African American students are more likely to drop out of school than their White 
peers (KewalRamani et al., 2007). The effect of dropping out of high school is clear: higher rates 
of adult unemployment than the general population and differential earning potentials, both in 
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the short term and over a career (KewalRamani et al., 2007). Finally, African American students 
are less likely to attend a college or university than are their White peers (KewalRamani et al., 
2007). Taken together, these statistics, while individually alarming, paint a portrait of systemic 
exclusion from meaningful education. 

Culturally-Relevant Literacy Instruction 
One of the clearest predictors of frustration with school is the ability to read (Cunningham & 

Stanovich, 1997).  Unfortunately, we also know that if a child is not reading on grade level by 
the end of third grade, he or she is unlikely to ever “catch up” to reading at his or her current 
grade level (Francis, Shaywitz, Stuebing, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, 1996). Thus, students who do 
not experience success with reading in the primary grades can be likely to experience the other 
facets of negative school outcomes discussed above.  

The National Center for Culturally Responsive Educational Systems (NCCREST), in their 
publication Culturally Responsive Literacy Instruction (Callins, 2006), explains that multicul-
tural literacy includes the following aspects: willingness to use literacy, reading and writing, 
constructing meaning, printed text, and social context. Further, NCCREST reports that there are 
specific literacy practices that promote achievement in students from a variety of backgrounds. 
Finally, NCCREST focused on the importance of multicultural literature in classrooms as a “new 
pattern of instruction that can facilitate school literacy development of culturally and linguisti-
cally diverse learners” (p. 7). Thus, NCCREST lays out a clear pathway for early literacy instruc-
tion for diverse groups of students. 

Similarly, Beaulieu (2002) argues that African American children, along with other culturally 
and linguistically diverse learners, are at risk for being screened out of kindergarten readiness 
and other forms of grade retention. In response, Beaulieu offers a clear solution: “Approaches to 
curriculum and instructional practices for African American children that address issues of cul-
ture and language indicate the greatest promise for helping African American children to be-
come successful readers” (p. 137, emphasis added). Thus, both Beaulieu and NCCREST argue 
that attention to culture results in more positive literacy experiences for African American stu-
dents, as well as other groups of culturally and linguistically diverse learners. 

It is our contention that one of the reasons that some African American kids hate school is 
that their literacy instruction does not reflect the principles discussed above or laid out by Banks. 
Instead, we argue that vast numbers of African American children, particularly those concen-
trated in urban areas, experience literacy instruction that is disconnected from their own experi-
ences. Thus, we decided to look at a popular reading text used in urban schools to determine 
whether or not, even if divorced from the principles of multicultural instruction, the reading text 
itself facilitates literacy success by African American students. 

Methods 
We conducted a content analysis of the Pearson reading program “Good Habits, Great Read-

ers” for grades fourth and fifth. The qualitative approach of content analysis allows researchers 
to examine text “through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes 
or patterns” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p.1278). Through content analysis we were able to extract 
themes and patterns embedded within “Good Habits, Great Readers” to describe the phenomena 
within the text. As all “curriculum can be understood as racial text, gendered text, political text, 
autobiographical text, and so on” (Baszile Taliaferro, 2009, p. 10), we were able to look at the 
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messages the “Good Habits, Great Readers” series gives to its readers. Thus, content analysis 
provided the framework to examine the Pearson text as a living document that shapes its readers.  

We chose this reading series because of its popularity in urban schools. According to Pearson 
(2009), “139 school districts in 22 states across the country” (Pearson Education, 2009, para, 4) 
are using or have used “Good Habits, Great Readers” reading and writing curriculum since 2006. 
The reading program incorporates shared and guided reading instruction, which Pearson suggest 
increases reading proficiency by one full grade level.     

Critical Race Theory (CRT) is both a theoretical perspective and a research paradigm that is 
designed to provide alternatives to prevailing social narratives (Dixson & Rousseau, 2006). CRT 
is generally considered to have six major tenets; for the purposes of this research, we focused on 
two aspects. First, we challenged the dominant narrative of knowledge as neutral through exam-
ining more closely the implications of the stories told through the reading series. Second, we 
demonstrate the importance of historical and political context in interpreting the stories in the 
reading series. It is through this lens that we approached the task of examining “Good Habits, 
Great Readers” series. 

We analyzed Pearson’s popular elementary school reading and writing curriculum through a 
CRT lens by individually open coding the shared reading books within the “Good Habits, Great 
Readers” series. After independently creating axial codes, we then shared these codes with one 
another. For the purposes of this analysis, we are reporting on the codes referred to as “school 
knowledge (Banks, 1993), “the contribution approach” (Banks, 2010; Milner, 2005), and “the 
additive approach” (Banks, 2010).   

Findings 
School Knowledge 

According to Banks (1993), while school textbooks are the primary source of school knowl-
edge, within their pages the racial, gender, and class divisions that exist within society are mini-
mized to reinforce unity. Textbooks present ethnic groups of color and Whites as “largely in 
harmony in the United States” (Banks, 1993, p. 11), which also does not mirror U.S. history or 
the present day (Bell, 1992; Wise, 2009). Previous studies (Anyon 1979, 1981; Sleeter & Grant, 
1991) examining school textbooks argue that textbooks reaffirm the status quo and fail to help 
students understand the complicated structures of racism, sexism and classism which are embed-
ded within American society (Banks, 1993; Sleeter & Grant, 1991).  This narrow worldview de-
picted within school textbooks is also a part of “Good Habits, Great Readers” as demonstrated 
below.  

In the book A Band of Brave Men: The Story of the 54th Massachusetts Regiment, author El-
len Dreyer chronicles the first African American regiment to serve in the Civil War. The story 
reinforces manufactured school knowledge because it does not incorporate an in-depth analysis 
of slavery as a calculated, abominable act that took the lives of millions of Africans. The book 
discusses the plantation as a place where Africans Americans worked for their “plantation own-
ers” (Dreyer, 2005, p. 5). At no point in the book does the author discuss the callous treatment of 
slaves or the inhumane conditions that the slaves endured. On page 5 of the book, slaves are 
shown working in the fields fully dressed in red and blue, almost as if in uniform. In the same 
picture, a male slave is shown working in the fields with a content look on his face.  Such depic-
tions, in combination with the glossed-over text, can lead students to believe that Whites and 
Blacks lived and worked on the plantations in harmony.       
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In discussing the events surrounding the Civil War, the book cites President Abraham Lin-
coln and the 1863 Emancipation Proclamation Act for freeing “3 million enslaved African 
Americans” (p. 7). Thus, the book leads its readers to believe that all African Americans were 
freed by the stroke of Lincoln’s pen, thereby defining Lincoln as a textbook hero. The White 
heroism depicted within A Band of Brave Men is an element of school knowledge. Banks (1993) 
writes that textbooks teach that “America's founding fathers, such as Washington and Jefferson, 
were highly moral, liberty-loving men who championed equality and justice for all Americans” 
(p. 11). The book fails to mention that Lincoln did not think African Americans were equal to 
Whites and wanted to send African Americans back to Africa (Zinn, 2003), nor does it address 
that the Emancipation Proclamation applied only to the states still belonging to the Union, mean-
ing that slaves in Confederate states were not affected until the states rejoined the Union. This 
sort of contrived history only perpetuates stereotypes of the White hero.   

Throughout “Good Habits, Good Readers,” people of color are depicted as working hand-
and-hand with Whites. Issues of racism, sexism, and classism are lost between the lines of short-
lived unity. The series also tells the story of Cuban immigrant Gloria Estefan and her struggle to 
become a world-famous music superstar after fleeing Cuba as a child. The book states that Glo-
ria’s family left Cuba because, “[i]n 1959, the government of Cuba changed, and the people who 
did not like the new leader of Cuba fled the country” (Walker, 2005, p. 85). The story completely 
neglects Fidel Castro, the Cuban revolution, and the U.S. embargo against Cuba.  

Repeatedly throughout this series, conflict that may depict the U.S. in a less-than-favorable 
light is excluded from the textbook, and, ultimately, hidden from our students. School knowledge 
rests upon “mainstream academic knowledge” (Banks, 1993, p. 11) that views history from the 
privilege of the White male lens and silences perspectives that challenge or counter the moral 
American White male narrative.  

Banks (1993) argues that “students should be given opportunities to investigate and deter-
mine how cultural assumptions, frames of references, perspectives, and the biases within a disci-
pline influence the ways knowledge is constructed” (p. 10). As demonstrated above, the perspec-
tives presented in “Good Habits, Great Readers” series promote the false idea that Blacks and 
Whites worked side-by-side in racial harmony. In addition, the series perpetuates the stereotype 
of the White hero. Finally, the series encourages an ethnocentric view of world events by only 
presenting the U.S.’s side of the story. In the next section, we explore how “the contribution ap-
proach” reduces the social and culture accomplishments of people of color to trivial, “safe” mul-
ticultural education. 

The Contribution Approach 
In 1998, Banks outlined the four levels of multicultural curriculum integration that teachers 

use to incorporate multicultural education into their classrooms or curricula. The lowest level of 
the model is “The Contribution Approach,” where teachers, “[f]ocus on heroes, holidays, and 
isolated events of culturally and ethnically diverse groups and individuals” (Milner, 2005, p. 
397). In implementing this approach, teachers tend to select “safe” famous Black Americans to 
highlight, while the more radical figures are ignored (Milner, 2005). For example, in A Band of 
Brave Men, Frederick Douglass and Harriet Tubman are mentioned as abolitionists; however, 
Nat Turner and Gabriel Prosser, who led massive slave revolts that contributed to the pressure on 
Lincoln to free the slaves, are not discussed.  

Moreover, within “The Contribution Approach,” ethnic and cultural groups’ contributions to 
society are “framed by celebration” (Milner, 2005, p. 396) of food, dance, arts and crafts.  This 
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approach diminishes the significant contributions of people of color and “superficially” (Milner, 
2005, p. 397) incorporates the achievements of those groups. In Unit 2 of the series, “Great 
Readers Make Sense of Texts,” students read stories regarding different foods that are prepared 
in America and how immigrants have influenced American cuisine. Additionally, the same text 
contains two stories on dancing traditions around the world. These two lessons make up more 
than 35 pages of the text and only serve to diminish the contributions of people of color to food 
and foreign dances.  Such narrow teachings prevent students from meaningfully examining cul-
ture and the contributions of their ancestors. Moreover, students of color experience their culture 
sporadically and at the margins of the classroom.  

Additive Multicultural Education 
These two themes of school knowledge and the contribution approach lead to Banks’ theory 

of “the additive approach,” where multicultural education is secondary to the formal school cur-
riculum. Here, stories of people of color are intermittently incorporated within text, allowing 
teachers “to put ethnic content into the curriculum without changes its basic structure, purpose, 
and characteristics” (Banks, 2010, p. 240). This approach fails to challenge students’ understand-
ing of racism, sexism, and classism, and reinforces the marginalization of students of color as 
they learn about themselves and their history in merely episodic narratives. As we examined 
“Good Habits, Good Readers” through a CRT lens, we discovered that the text introduces stu-
dents to different cultures; however, they are left with a mere introduction. Throughout the text, 
students are exposed to issues of racial conflict or cultural differences in sporadic fashion that 
lacks critical examination from multiple perspectives. Issues of difference occasionally appear 
throughout the text, but are marginalized by diluted facts and narrow representations of people of 
color. According to Banks (2010), “[t]he people who are conquered and the people who con-
quered them have histories and culture that are intricately interwoven and interconnected” (p. 
241). For example, African American and Native American histories are distorted when students, 
no matter their race, do not learn history from multiple points of views, especially those groups 
that were conquered (Banks, 2010). This fuller picture of history illuminates the interconnected-
ness of U.S. history to people of color. “Good Habits, Good Readers” sporadic and superficial 
integration of people of color within the curriculum is problematic, especially for students of 
color, who learn about themselves and their ancestors from the margins of school curriculum. 

Conclusion 
Banks (2010) suggests that the four approaches to integrating multicultural content can be 

mixed and blended to move students to the final approach, “social action.” This approach builds 
on the contribution, additive, and most importantly, the transformative approach to help students 
“make decisions and take actions related to the concept, issues, or problem studied in the unit” 
(Banks, 2010, p. 245). As we have outlined, the plight of African American students is grim in 
U.S. schools. Students of color are withdrawing from school, experiencing academic disidentifi-
cation (Griffin, 2002), and, yes, even hating school because of the inconsistencies between 
school and their social realities. Literacy that excludes and belittles people of color exacerbates 
feelings of inadequacy and can leave students questioning the value of their culture and racial 
worth. When “Good Habits, Good Readers” fails to capture the last two modes of multicultural 
curriculum integration, it presents a shallow narrative of African American life. The text per-
petuates the perception of the contributions of African Americans as insignificant and having no 
link to the successes of America, contributes to the manufacture of White heroes, and misrepre-
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sents relations between Blacks and Whites as harmonious, a perspective that does not explain the 
current and perpetual incidents of racial profiling, hate crimes, and injustices towards people of 
color.  

In contrast, the social action approach allows students to investigate the nature of intolerance 
and discrimination. Furthermore, it allows students to explore how these social constructs oper-
ate on multiple levels throughout society and leads students to take action for social change 
(Banks, 2010). Thus through literacy, issues impacting students of color can be addressed while 
empowering students to make decisions that will influence their own school and local communi-
ties. Textbooks and reading series like “Good Habits, Good Readers” can be a start to multicul-
tural integration, but they cannot be the end. Teachers need a school curriculum that helps en-
gage students in constructing meaningful literacy experiences, students need a school curriculum 
that parallels Banks’ tenets of and approaches to multicultural education, and communities of 
color need a curriculum that prepares future leaders to transform communities and combat pat-
terns of educational disenfranchisement.  
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Reviewed by Joseph Flynn, Northern Illinois University 

Introduction 
Waiting for Superman is the latest documentary by the Academy Award winning director Davis 
Guggenheim. Guggenheim also directed An Inconvenient Truth, the Al Gore documentary about 
climate change and global warming. What made An Inconvenient Truth such a masterwork was 
that it presented stark and incontrovertible information about the destruction of our environment 
and further challenged the viewers to do something about it.  

Waiting for Superman follows a similar formula. It presents the viewer with an incredible 
amount of troubling information about our public schools and models of seemingly progressive 
advocates for change. The data represented is also properly cited on-screen, differentiating it 
from personal polemics like Michael Moore’s Bowling for Columbine and Fahrenheit 9-11. It 
concludes with a challenge to act for the best interests of our nation’s youths; the end credits in-
clude a web site where viewers can go for ideas. That makes it difficult to speak negatively about 
the film, but upon a closer analysis we find that most of the information presented in the film is 
over-generalized and highly debatable. The problem with the film, ultimately, is that it is true 
and false, comprehensive and incomplete. 

Framing the Film 
The film begins with Geoffrey Canada, a dynamic educator and social activist who, as foun-

der and Chief Executive Officer of the Harlem Children’s Zone, has created significant success 
for the community. Canada, who grew up in a low-income neighborhood, takes us back to his 
childhood and recounts a story about his mother telling him that Superman was not real. Canada, 
ever so eloquently, expressed a profound sadness about this stark dose of reality. As a child his 
tears were not about the realization that his favorite superhero was not real, but that there was no 
longer a single person or entity that could come save him and his community. As he states in the 
film, “… there was no one with enough power coming to save us.”   
 To follow-up this recount, Guggenheim in voice-over introduces the purpose of this film 
and makes an obvious yet profound statement. “No matter who you are or what neighborhood 
you live in, each morning you make a leap of faith, believing in our schools.” He then announces 
that he must choose against his value of public education and send his young child to a private 
school. Guggenheim establishes a bleak image of American public education as being insuffi-
cient for most families. 
 The film then cuts to “regular families” who are struggling to find the best educational op-
portunities for their children. Most of these parents live in struggling, low-income neighborhoods 
and Guggenheim shows us that their children are clearly intelligent and capable of learning. 
However, their children are attending poorly performing schools that will greatly diminish their 
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chances of success the longer they attend. For example, there is the story of Maria who is trying 
to find the best option for her son Francisco. He attends the third largest overcrowded school in 
the Bronx. We meet Gloria, who took in her grandson Anthony after his father died from drug 
related causes. We also meet Nakia, whose makes great sacrifices to send her daughter Bianca to 
a private school in Harlem. Later in the film Bianca is unable to attend her graduation because 
Nakia cannot pay that month’s tuition.  
 Most of the “characters” in the film convey truly heart-wrenching stories and these stories 
establish a sense of urgency and outrage that begs a key question: How can this happen in a 
country like the United States, the wealthiest nation on the planet? Canada comes back into focus 
to point out an important and humane idea, “Kids look at the world and make predictions... They 
know they are getting the short end of the stick and they don’t know why.” 
 The text unfolds like a brilliantly written expose as it oscillates between explorations of the 
concerns and struggles of these families and explanations of the complicated institution of educa-
tion. It must be remembered that Guggenheim has a key challenge all documentarians have: 
making a film that is both informative and entertaining. As such, the human-interest stories de-
velop to bolster the social and political urgency of the information which the layperson (film-
goer) may be unaware. In that sense the film deserves its acclaim. There are moments of humor 
and wit balanced with disgust and pity. But, like all mediated texts, Guggenheim manipulates 
and edits relevant information and counterarguments that could confound his thesis. 

Failure in the Age of No Child Left Behind and the Keeping up with the Joneses 
The first startling fact presented is that although per-pupil spending has increased dramati-

cally over the past thirty years, standardized test scores have flat-lined. The notion that education 
professionals have not been doing anything about this is juxtaposed to the establishment of pub-
lic education as a national and presidential priority. A montage of presidential statements about 
the importance of education ensues, from President Carter to President Obama. This introduces 
the historic No Child Left Behind legislation (NCLB).  
 In order to discuss NCLB, Guggenheim details the lack of proficiency around the country, 
utilizing beautiful graphics and animation that represent the percentage of students falling down 
a hole of under-performance on state assessments. It is a shocking thing to see and a brilliant rep-
resentation to be sure. However, the film does not utilize any talking heads that seriously criti-
cize NCLB; the problems are only hinted at. Why this is such an egregious omission is that al-
though few would argue against accountability, the demands of NCLB were wholly insufficient 
and misguided. As Darling-Hammond (2007) pointed out:  

Critics claim that the law's focus on complicated tallies of multiple-choice-test 
scores has dumbed down the curriculum, fostered a "drill and kill" approach to 
teaching, mistakenly labeled successful schools as failing, driven teachers and 
middle-class students out of public schools and harmed special education students 
and English-language learners through inappropriate assessments and efforts to 
push out low-scoring students in order to boost scores (Paragraph 6). 

In effect, metaphorically, Guggenheim judges the quality of players in the game on a field 
that is fundamentally flawed. He and the talking heads do not take the time to engage viewers in 
an equally powerful analysis of how the policies and demands of NCLB have significantly cur-
tailed what the schools and districts, largely urban districts, can do. Instead, the focus of criticism 
is placed squarely on teachers and teachers’ unions, as will be discussed momentarily. 
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 Guggenheim also raises the issue of the United States’ students ranking twenty-second on 
international assessments. The significant problem here is that Guggenheim provides no counter-
argument to these data while holding them up as primary indicators of failure. He does not men-
tion that these comparisons are deeply flawed. Just as a matter of numbers (not to mention look-
ing at the graphic presented in the film), the United States is not significantly behind other coun-
tries. But what is more important is that the film does not point out that these comparisons are 
like comparing apples and oranges. International systems like Finland, which is highlighted in 
the film, are unlike the United States in that they have a much more robust social service system 
and the values and dispositions of the countries are much different.  

Flinders (2009) points out that variations in international standardized test scores depend on 
“deeply engrained cultural values and traditions that do not easily transfer from one country to 
another…” and “… some educational practices in higher ranking nations we might judge to be 
detrimental regardless of their promise to increase test scores” (p. 3). Furthermore, the response 
of many schools to the demand of high stakes testing have been a narrowing of the curriculum 
and that has resulted in higher test scores but lowered overall learning (Carnoy, 2003; McNeil, 
2004). In short, context, locally or globally, is an important point, and even though we may want 
to be like the Joneses we may not like what the Joneses do to be who they are. 

What is key to this conversation about test scores is that most educators strongly feel that re-
liance on high-stakes standardized tests is an insufficient indicator of success. As a matter of 
fact, when the curriculum has been narrowed to the point of teaching to the test, the only true 
learning being assessed is whether or not a student knows how to take that specific test. True 
measures of learning and intelligence (like critical thinking, application of knowledge, manipula-
tion of one’s environment, or being able to identify problems in one’s community and creating 
self-generated strategies for change) are absent for the text. Ultimately, reliance on standardized 
tests do not necessarily tell us whether or not students in low-performing schools are in fact 
ready to participate and compete for jobs in the twenty-first century economy or participate in 
making democratic decisions. 

Waiting for Super(wo)man at Failure Ground Zero 
The focus of the film turns to Washington D.C., where, at the time of the making of the film, 

reading proficiency was roughly twelve percent. Canada suggests that there is something wrong 
with the system and points out, again, that children do not see this phenomenon as a systemic 
failure but a personal one. As he says, “A kid blames himself and thinks, ‘I’m going nowhere.” 
This somber assessment is further problematized by the work of Robert Balfanz, who coined the 
term “dropout factories” and places the number of perpetually failing schools at roughly 2000 
nationwide. Historically, as the film purports, failing schools have been blamed on failing neigh-
borhoods, but recently the shift in perspective is that failing schools are creating failing neigh-
borhoods. The film does a surgical job of showing how the dropout problem damages communi-
ties. For example, prisons spend roughly $33,000 per prisoner per year. Comparatively it cost 
roughly $8,300 per student per year. Money for prisons goes only one way—with a mass of peo-
ple who are literally not contributing to society—via tax dollars and human capital.  

What is missing here is a sense of scale. Although no one can scoff at 2000 “dropout facto-
ries,” the film is an indictment of public education as a whole. Therefore it is somewhat disin-
genuous to not mention that there are 2000 “dropout factories” out of 98,916 total schools (Na-
tional Center for Education Statistics, 2010). Granted, to provide this balanced reporting could 
potentially take away the urgency of Guggenheim’s argument because the film would no longer 
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be about our schools but their schools. That sense of social and community responsibility for the 
education of all our children is a much more difficult argument to make. 

Since ground zero for failure in the film is Washington D.C. public schools, Guggenheim 
turns his attention to Michelle Rhee. Rhee is the seventh superintendent for Washington D.C. 
public schools in ten years, and she has been featured in national media outlets like Time, News-
week, The Oprah Winfrey Show, and countless talk radio programs as the brave new face of 
pragmatic educational reform. Rhee’s resume’ is only hinted at, but it is pointed out that she only 
taught for three years, does not have a doctorate in education, and has no previous experience 
administrating a large district. Critically this begs the question of why she was hired in the first 
place; however, the clear suggestion is that to really foment change, an outsider not entrenched 
in the system must take the reins. 

Her moves to decrease the bureaucracy, make a deal with the teacher’s union to do away 
with tenure by offering greatly increased salaries, and shutting down a significant number of fail-
ing schools (i.e. neighborhood schools) were all met with great resistance. But, as the film points 
out, many of her ideas apparently worked because test scores began to turn around.  

What is problematic here is that Rhee and her methods were not really questioned. The film 
argues that administrators, teachers, and parents in Washington D.C. did not appreciate Rhee’s 
ideas and policy moves because they were opposed to the accommodations they had to make. 
However, there are other ways of looking at her tenure. Rachel Levy, a graduate of Washington 
D.C. public schools and a former teacher for the district expresses sharp criticism of Rhee: 

Rhee's ideas about how to fix the ailing school system were largely misin-
formed, and it's no wonder: She knew little about instruction, curriculum, man-
agement, fiscal matters, and community relations. She was, to be sure, abrasive... 
But as education historian Diane Ravitch has said, "It’s difficult to win a war 
when you’re firing on your own troops” (Strauss, 2010, paragraph 2). 

Rhee’s essential problem is that she was a slash and burn administrator who did not build 
coalitions and consensus. The film shows images of her at meetings looking haggard and de-
jected as teachers and parents harangue her about her policy moves. Guggenheim constructs her 
as a road weary warrior in a Sisyphean fight against the masses that are desperately holding onto 
a destructive status quo. The reality is that Washington D.C. public schools have been in a mo-
rass for many years and all stakeholders wanted change. But just because change is desired does 
not necessarily mean change for anything sans careful thought as to its implications. 

Again, the text of the film holds up an increase in test scores as the pudding proof that Rhee 
is a champion. It is true that test scores on the National Education Assessment Program (NAEP) 
did rise (Washington Post, 2010), but locally student test scores for elementary, middle, and sec-
ondary schools only temporarily rose and have since once again begun to fall. Commenting on 
the local assessment for regular schools, the District of Columbia Comprehensive Assessment 
System, Mark Lerner (2010), DC Charter Schools Examiner, says, “For the traditional elemen-
tary schools reading proficiency dropped over 4 points from the previous year to 44.4 percent.  
Math proficiency went down almost 5 points to 43.4 percent” (paragraph 1). In essence, as the 
saying goes, winning a few battles does not necessarily mean we won the war. 

The March of the Scapegoats 
The real issue is the quality of instruction. As pointed out in the film, a “bad” teacher only 

covers 50 percent of the curriculum while a “good” one covers about 150 percent. However, that 
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is the only mention of curriculum in the entire film! So the focus of the film has nothing to do 
with what American students are actually learning but essentially whether they pass arbitrary 
standardized tests and the quality of teachers.  

Canada, as well as Howard Fuller, the former superintendant of Milwaukee Public Schools, 
say that you cannot do anything truly progressive until teachers’ unions are dealt with. To high-
light this, the film exposes institutional phenomena like the “dance of the lemons,” wherein bad 
teachers are let go by one school at the end of the year, but since union contracts says they can-
not be fired, schools swaps bad teachers, hoping they find one that can fit.  

The most egregious example of teacher protection is New York City Public School’s Rubber 
Room, where teachers who have been removed from their classrooms for a host of issues wait 
out their due process. This costs roughly 100 million dollars a year. As the film points out, of 
876 districts in Illinois 61 attempted to fire a teacher, and only one was successful. Nationally, 
only one in 2,500 poorly performing teachers are fired. 

In a nod to fairness, the film provides a brief point about the historic need for teachers’ un-
ions, but quickly undercuts this by declaring them as obstructionist. The only representative of 
teachers’ unions in the film is Randi Weingarten, the president of the American Federation of 
Teachers. However, Guggenheim does not feature Ms. Weingarten as a talking head, for what-
ever reason. All of her comments are taken from previously recorded interviews or speeches and 
are out of context. As such, she does not have the privilege of explaining the union perspective.  

The need for unions and explicit union contracts/tenure continues to be important, especially 
since states like Kansas, Nebraska, Alabama, and others consistently argue about whether or not 
to teach controversial yet relevant material like evolution, sex education, queer literature, and 
other issues. True, no one wants bad teachers, including teachers’ unions, but giving administra-
tors and local communities the ability to fire teachers simply because of cultural or value differ-
ences can certainly be detrimental to both student learning and the growth of children. Also, 
teaching can be an all-encompassing job and union contracts do establish necessary limitation. (I 
must note here that maneuvering around union contracts can be difficult and some contracts are 
in fact obstructive to fair and good educational reforms, but that is not necessarily status quo). 

But what struck this reviewer as most troubling is that the film has a “why don’t they just…” 
tone. If we just got better, more compliant teachers then everything would be better. Maybe, but 
the problem is that Guggenheim does not approach how difficult it really is to train and retain 
highly effective teachers. Nor does the film point out the many supports new teachers need for 
success. We know that many teachers leave the profession within the first five years. That is not 
for vain reasons; it is a difficult job to educate young people! Teachers’ unions are in place to 
protect teachers and to remind administrators and others that it is difficult to induct and mentor 
teachers: teachers need legal protections and professional support.  

After the film’s release Weingarten was featured on Meet the Press pointing out that since it 
is difficult to learn to be a good teacher, unions try to make sure assessments of teachers are fair 
and helpful, not singularly punitive. For example, in furthering the argument of teachers as ob-
structionist the film strikes a tone of disbelief that D.C. teachers would be so staunchly against 
Rhee’s proposal of trading tenure for increased salaries and renewable contracts. However, 
teachers had more of a problem with the evaluation and assessment system that was being pro-
posed rather than the idea of trading away tenure protections (Strauss, 2010). 

Additionally, the film pays no attention to the fact that classrooms today are filled with stu-
dents of many cultures, perspectives, abilities, values, languages, etc. The film almost completely 
removes the labyrinthine demands of a multicultural society as a key factor in the ability to be a 
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highly effective educator. Although teacher education is fundamentally important, most pro-
grams provide limited classroom experiences, and twelve to fifteen week student teaching 
placements is a minimal amount of time to really learn the job. Also, newer teachers feel unpre-
pared to deal with the multicultural demands of the classroom and are not well prepared to deal 
with the real problems that exist in low-income districts. 

An Incomplete Review 
This review only engaged the larger, more controversial issues represented in the film. At ni-

nety minutes in length Waiting for Superman provides a fairly comprehensive overview of the 
key issues facing public education, and challenges viewers to become involved in the reform of 
our schools. The film’s last thirty minutes shifts to a bird’s eye overview of successful charter 
schools that the featured families are trying to get their children into through a lottery system; it 
only vaguely hints at the existence of data showing that only one in five charter schools are in 
fact successful. In these last minutes, the film also very briefly touches on the problem of track-
ing. The final fifteen minutes pushes the viewer to the edge of our seats as we wait in rapt antici-
pation for lottery results for charter school entrance…culminating with startling conclusions. 

In his discourse, Guggenheim lays the blame for the perceived failure of our public schools 
directly at the feet of teachers and teachers’ unions. Although at each step of his criticism he 
briefly explains why institutional mechanisms like unions and tenure exist, he does much more 
damage in his overt criticism about what they have become; and, in the end, provides a rather 
incomplete picture for the viewer. The stark tragedy is that the film falls to political posturing 
rather than a clear-eyed analysis of issues and ideas necessary for change.  

Geoffrey Canada’s work in Harlem is not just about schools. He is helping to change com-
munities. As Anyon (1997) points out, true educational reform and student success cannot hap-
pen unless we, as a nation, address the social, political, and economic contexts that impede pro-
gress for schools. Guggenheim’s film does not come close to challenging that fact. As such, this 
film is highly engaging and is great as an introduction to the problems of American public educa-
tion, but it will require much discussion and challenge in order to be a useful tool for teacher 
education and education in general. 
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                                             Reviewed by Sarah Militz-Frielink, Camelot School, DeKalb, Illinois 
 

As I began writing this review of Director Vicki Abeles’ film Race to Nowhere, I struggled 
to write a paper suitable for an academic audience about a film intended to reach a public audi-
ence.  What I enjoyed most about the film was Abeles’ ability to merge perspectives of educa-
tional scholars with the perspectives of community members in a format capable of reaching a 
wider audience.  Abeles broke through several barriers to complete this project.  She broke 
through the barrier that often separates academic minds from public minds.  She interviewed in-
dividuals in both urban and rural school settings, as well as students in rich districts and poor dis-
tricts.  She brought to light philosophical issues that affect every member of society regardless of 
race, social class, or educational background.  She inspired her viewers to question the ultimate 
aims of education, which are often ignored in the wake of No Child Left Behind.  She challenged 
the assumptions politicians have made about standardized testing and homework in a way that 
can change conversations parents have at home with their children. Abeles has started a grass-
roots movement that forces viewers to grapple with the importance of having a meaningful edu-
cation—one that will create happy, creative, emotionally healthy children.  

Abeles is more than a lawyer turned filmmaker who asks tough questions about public educa-
tion.  She is a mother who has lived through the pejorative effects of public education on her 
own children.  This film is her story and her children’s story; it is also the American people’s 
story about what is at stake in public education.  

The questions began when Abeles’ oldest daughter succumbed to anxiety and depression.  
Her daughter, a middle school student, spent the average school night awake until dawn scram-
bling to complete homework assignments and study for tests.  Abeles’ son, a grade school stu-
dent, spent little time outside playing with his peers. He stayed indoors instead laboring over 
nightly homework assignments, arguing with his parents about completing the minimum re-
quirements. The stress in the Abeles’ household, which the children attribute to their school, is a 
source of contention for the entire family.  As a result, Abeles explored alternate school settings 
for her children only to be disillusioned as she realized they have the same expectations for 
homework and tests.  

When a straight-A student in her neighborhood committed suicide after failing a math test, 
Abeles began interviewing parents, educators, students, and educational scholars. Her inquiry 
resulted in a powerful documentary, Race to Nowhere, which is a call to parents, teachers, ad-
ministrators, and community members to rethink the U.S. educational system.  The title, which 
Abeles chose before President Obama’s Race to the Top legislation came into effect, originates 
from a quote in the film from a student who believes he is in a race to nowhere as he chases 
high-test scores and perfect grades. 

The film portrays anecdotal interviews with students, teachers, and parents in diverse set-
tings.  All of who convey the same hysterical message: our schools are not teaching children how 
to think, or even engaging them with the subject matter.  On the contrary, schools are creating an 
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environment where cheating is commonplace, school-related anxiety is rampant, and children are 
memorizing information just to regurgitate on a test.   

Throughout the film, Abeles and the commentators critique what they believe is the main aim 
of education—how much a student can produce: straight-As, honors classes, high-test scores, 
and admission into an elite university are some of the “products.”  The idea that students should 
have opportunities to develop creative and critical thinking skills in an environment that nurtures 
their well-being is the counter message of the film.  The commentators pose several questions: 
“What does it take to produce a happy, motivated, creative human being?  What happens when 
we have a whole population of dentists and doctors who have learned from the script?” (Abeles, 
2010).  

During the early part of the documentary (the anecdotal student perspectives portion—which 
at times border on complete hysteria), leave the viewer questioning whether the stories represent 
the common American school.  Students interviewed in the film cite the pressure they feel from 
teachers and parents to participate in multiple extra-curricular activities and community service 
projects so their college applications look better.  In addition, they describe what they believe are 
the effects of having 4-7 hours of homework every night on top of after school commitments: 
insomnia, eating disorders, anxiety, and depression are some of the conditions noted.  One stu-
dent cited her dream to be the first person in her family to go to college.  Her enthusiasm for her 
dream turns to sheer panic as she discusses her fears of the ACT.  She worries that the ACT, and 
her poor test-taking skills, will keep her from attaining her dream.  Other voices of students 
cracked in apprehension as they shared their dreams of getting into elite colleges, fears of per-
forming well enough on the SAT, and anxiety over doing enough extra-curricular activities.  One 
student speaking on a panel shares an example of the worst question parents can ask their chil-
dren, which happens to be one word: “And?”  

Child: "I'm taking three honors courses." 
Parent: "And?" 
Child: "Well, I have the lead in the school play." 
Parent: "And?" 
Child: "I made the volleyball team." 
Parent: "And?" (Abeles, 2010). 

As the film progresses, Abeles does a fine job demonstrating that there is enough blame to go 
around; and how the complexity of the issues are not narrowly defined or remedied through an 
existing paradigm of thought.  Abeles asserts that members of society need to start questioning 
the purpose of public education.  

 In the middle of the film, Abeles introduces educational scholars and researchers to back up 
some of the concerns.  One of the highlights includes statements from Dr. Denise Pope, author of 
Doing School: How we are Creating a Generation of Stress-out, Miseducated, and Materialistic 
Students.  Pope takes viewers back to the axiological aspects of education as she questions how 
we value and define success.  One of the problems, Pope shares, is in how we define achieve-
ment.  “When success is defined by high grades, test scores, trophies, we know we end up with 
unprepared, disengaged, and ultimately unhealthy kids” (Abeles, 2010).   

Pope outlines the complexity of the issue, explaining that the pressure to do well in school 
has created students who are anxiety-ridden, prone to cheating, and disengaged from subject 
matter.  Pope then explains how grade-obsessed students jump through hoops to “do school.” 
She paints a grim portrait: students memorizing just enough information to do well on a test, 
which they immediately forget after they fill in the bubbles.  Students who have learned how to 
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play the system and see high school as just another hoop to jump through in order to get accepted 
into a “good” college.  Unfortunately, the ultimate aims of education prove to be ineffective in 
the film.  Receiving an acceptance letter into a “good college” does not mean much according to 
the film.   

A college counselor at UCLA steps forward to share an alarming statistic: 50% of college 
freshman, the ones who have high-test scores and AP coursework on their applications, have to 
retake basic math and language classes (Abeles, 2010).  Apparently, they know how to “do 
school,” but have not learned the skills necessary to do basic reading, writing, and arithmetic.  

A clinical psychologist, Dr. Wendy Mogel, author of The Blessing of Skinned Knee, empha-
sizes the importance of play and suggests that we are robbing students of their childhood. Her 
impassioned plea provokes a sense of responsibility in the adults directly involved in the stu-
dents’ lives.  The typical classroom in the film is a place of stress for students and teachers alike.  
Teachers step forward to emphasize the lack of engagement in their classrooms, the pressure to 
teach to the test under No Child Left Behind, and teach the state standards that have nothing to do 
with their curriculum.  One teacher breaks down in tears as she describes how much she loves 
teaching her students, and fears they will think she is abandoning them. She is quitting her job 
because she disagrees with the district’s emphasis on test-taking, state standards, and grades.  

All of the experts interviewed in the film seem to agree that the adoption of No Child Left 
Behind in 2002 has increased the problems in public education. They contend that the issue is 
complex wherein several factors—the achievement-driven culture in America, educational poli-
cies, expectations from parents, teachers, and administrators—all play a contributing role in cre-
ating the problems. 

One expert asks provocative, yet obvious questions: “Why can't we have children who love 
going to school right up until 12th grade? Kids come to the table with a love of life and love of 
learning; can't we at least just not take that out of them?" (Abeles, 2010).  

The idea of creating happy, well-adjusted students who love to learn, and think critically 
about issues is what the experts and teachers state is missing in public education. One child psy-
chiatrist throws out a challenge for everyone involved, “We need to think about what does it take 
to produce a happy, motivated, creative human being?” (Abeles, 2010).  

While Race to Nowhere has many brilliant moments that bring to light important issues in 
public education, the film falters toward the end in an attempt to prove its point. The weakest 
moments include a haphazard effort from Abeles to prove that C-students rule the world, and that 
college-dropouts are some of the most successful members of society. She cites CEOs from vari-
ous companies who do not have a college education. Her exaltation of the average student and 
the college dropout seems irreverent in the face of the pressing issues presented in the film.  

Another distasteful component is Abeles’ appropriation of a student suicide as proof of the 
film’s message. The discussion of an “honors” student whose parents believe committed suicide 
over a failing test score seems more than just a little exploitative. This small part of the film lasts 
only a little under five minutes, but feels like fifteen. 

While the film struggles to prove some of its points in the end, the overall message of the 
film is honest, powerful, and alarming enough to facilitate change. Abeles, who is using the film 
as the vehicle to start a grassroots movement, should be commended for bridging the gap be-
tween the academic community and the general public. Race to Nowhere is a call to reshape the 
ontological conditions of education: a call to question what really matters, and change what is 
really happening in our schools. What will it take for us as a society to answer the call?  
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